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IDEAS AND STRATEGIES FOR GROWTH IN THE U.S. 

Foreword 
All countries struggle with how to foster economic growth. The components for fostering 
economic growth are, for the most part, generally understood. Thus, differences in eco-
nomic growth policies are often more a question of priorities.  

This report presents an overview of some of the recent strategies for growth, competitive-
ness and innovation in the USA, with examples from the federal level as well as from two 
states; California and Iowa. It discusses the priorities in the economic growth policies as 
well as the debate on economic growth. The purpose of the report is to present and 
illustrate the importance of lobbying and strategy work on the federal and the state level in 
the U.S. as a means for reflection for Swedish policymakers, both regional and national, in 
connection with their work with growth policies.  

The study shows that the U.S. economic growth policies and debate move along two lines. 
The first focuses on making the economy more innovative by improving education and 
increasing research funding. The second one includes efforts to improve the business cli-
mate by lowering the cost of doing business. 

The report was written by Marcus Zackrisson at the ITPS office in Los Angeles, who has 
followed the US growth debate for several years. Special thanks to Jim Aippersbach at the 
Association of Business and Industry in Des Moines and to Anthony Archie at the Pacific 
Research Institute in Sacramento for valuable comments. 

Östersund May 2007 

 

Sture Öberg 
Director General 
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IDEAS AND STRATEGIES FOR GROWTH IN THE U.S. 

Summary 
Although we do not know with certainty how and why some economies grow faster than 
others, research has identified a number of factors as crucial for creating economic growth, 
including accumulation of production factors (labor and capital) and increased productiv-
ity. In determining what causes increased productivity, researchers over the last decades 
have agreed that innovation and increase in human capital are important. At the same time, 
policy makers as well as private organizations and think tanks are trying to create strate-
gies and policies with the objective to create increased growth and development. On the 
regional and local level in the U.S., the term economic development is often used instead of 
economic growth. It essentially means the same thing, although economic development has 
a somewhat broader meaning. 

This report presents an overview of the growth related debate and strategies in the USA, 
with examples of U.S. growth policy on the federal level and in two states: California and 
Iowa. The purpose of the study is to give input to the Swedish debate on economic growth 
and to inspire primarily Swedish policymakers, both regional and national, to new ideas in 
their work with growth policies.  

The realm of the federal government in the USA is limited. The two areas of policy that 
are exclusively federal are foreign policy and security policy. However, the federal gov-
ernment can influence other areas of growth policy by financing certain programs and 
passing legislation.  

The national debate on economic growth policy in the USA can be divided into two broad 
themes: improving the business climate and making the USA more innovative. Improving 
the business climate focuses mainly on reducing costs of doing business. The main method 
of doing this is to lower taxes, which the incumbent president has done. Another issue 
around the cost of doing business is the excessive costs for frivolous lawsuits, in which 
companies frequently get sued and pay out large monetary rewards. Furthermore, the rising 
cost of health care is a major financial burden on many businesses since most Americans 
have their health insurance through their employer. President Bush has launched Health 
Savings Accounts, where individuals can deposit money before tax is paid on it and then 
withdraw the money tax-free for qualified medical expenses, as a way to curb rising health 
care expenditures. 

The other strand in the debate is the effort to make the USA more innovative. It focuses on 
increasing the innovative capacity by increasing R&D financing and improving K-12 
(grund- och gymnasieskola) education. This debate also stresses the difficulties foreign 
students and researchers encounter in obtaining visas to the USA. Since American uni-
versities depend on a large percentage of foreign researchers, this is considered a potential 
threat to the scientific leadership of the USA.   

Iowa, the first state studied in this report, is a landlocked state in the Midwest with a 
population of 2.9 million people. Iowa is well known for its agriculture, but Iowa also has 
a large manufacturing sector. The economy is, for the moment, strong, with a low unem-
ployment rate. However, the regional income per capita is below the national average, and 
therefore Iowa's growth strategy focuses as much on creating high-paying jobs as on fos-
tering economic growth. 
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There is a common understanding in Iowa that employment in agriculture and traditional 
manufacturing will decrease. Iowa has a strong research base, with two prestigious re-
search universities that are especially strong in the area of agricultural related sciences. 
Therefore, bioscience is considered a keystone to building Iowa’s future. The Iowa De-
partment of Economic Development (IDED) is the government agency that is responsible 
for exercising economic development policies in Iowa. IDED has been instrumental in 
creating the Iowa Value Fund (IVF), which has the aim of growing Iowa’s economy and 
creating high-paying jobs. In addition, the IDED also produces elaborate statistics and uses 
this to benchmark Iowa and to provide guidelines for policymakers. Iowa also uses the tax 
system to foster economic growth, offering several tax incentives to invest in small busi-
nesses and start-ups and tax breaks for companies that want to invest and expand in Iowa.  

California, the second state studied in this report, is in many senses more like a large Euro-
pean country than a state. It has a population of 36 million people and is slightly smaller in 
size than Sweden. California is home to a number of world-class universities and is usually 
awarded at least one annual Nobel Prize. Some of the most innovative and advanced com-
panies in the world are headquartered in California, and almost 50 percent of all U.S. ven-
ture capital is invested in California.  

However, California’s dynamic economy is faced with several problems. A common com-
plaint is the high cost of living in California, which is one of the highest in the USA. A 
majority of Californian households can not today afford to buy a house in the metropolitan 
areas. This makes it difficult for many companies and universities to recruit. It also drives 
companies out of California, primarily to the neighbouring states. Another problem is the 
insufficient infrastructure in California. In addition to the traffic problem – Californians 
spend a lot of time in their cars – it also slows goods transportation. And while the 
Californian universities are world-class, the public schools, the so-called K-12 education, 
are among the lowest performing in the nation.  

A large and diverse state like California has, of course, a large number of programs and 
initiatives that address economic development. The large cities and regions in California 
are equipped for extensive economic development programs themselves. The incumbent 
governor has promised not to raise any taxes to finance needed investments in California. 
In 2006, Californians voted yes in a ballot to borrow $40 billion to invest in schools, infra-
structure, homeland security, and housing. Another effort to boost long term growth is the 
generous tax benefits for R&D, which has fueled innovation.  

One could claim that the biggest economic development program in California is the Uni-
versity of California system. Although most of the R&D is not financed through the state 
coffins, the taxpayers of California are contributing billions of dollars to the system. Fur-
thermore, California views itself as home to science and technology breakthroughs, and its 
economy relies on a steady flow of these and of new fast-growing companies, which are 
fueled by an inflow of entrepreneurial immigrants, world-class research, and an abundance 
of venture capital. Strict environmental regulation is often pointed to as an important driver 
for technology development in California, but this is rather to be considered a means to 
solve environmental problems than one to boost economic growth. 

Some of the key elements in creating economic growth are common knowledge; differ-
ences in policies are often more a question of priorities. The basic understanding of what 
drives economic growth is similar in Sweden and the USA, but there are some differences. 
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One significant difference in the growth debate between Sweden and the USA is the strong 
focus on K-12 education in the USA. This is something that virtually everyone in the US 
debate seems to agree upon. The excellence of U.S. R&D is in part upheld by an immigra-
tion of talented individuals, and a significant number of the fast-growing companies in the 
USA are founded by immigrants, so immigration is also a part of the growth debate.  

One of the main tools for economic development in the U.S. is taxation. Besides being 
lower in the U.S. than in Sweden, in the U.S. taxes are aggressively used as a tool to pro-
mote activities and behavior that foster economic growth. Most states struggle with creat-
ing venture capital industry, which is seen as essential for creating fastgrowing companies.  

Unemployment is not perceived as a problem in the U.S.; instead, economic growth poli-
cies are aimed at creating high-paying jobs. Globalization and technology development 
have taken a toll on the U.S. manufacturing industry and many are pessimistic about the 
future of manufacturing in the USA. Therefore, the USA sees their role as being the place 
for breakthrough technologies and innovations.  
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Sammanfattning 
Trots att vår kunskap är otillräcklig om varför vissa ekonomier växer snabbare än andra 
har forskningen identifierat två faktorer som är avgörande för att skapa ekonomisk tillväxt: 
ackumulering av produktionsfaktorer (arbete och kapital) och ökad produktivitet. På regio-
nal och lokal nivå i USA talar man ofta om ekonomisk utveckling (Economic Develop-
ment) istället för ekonomisk tillväxt. Det innebär i stort sett samma sak även fast ekono-
misk utveckling i regel har en lite bredare betydelse.  

Den här rapporten ger en översikt över debatten i USA med exempel på tillväxtpolitik på 
federal nivå och i två delstater; Kalifornien och Iowa. Syfte med rapporten är att bidra till 
det svenska arbetet med att formulera strategier för tillväxt och konkurrenskraft på regional 
och nationell nivå.  

Den federala regeringen i USA har begränsad makt. De två politikområden som exklusivt är 
federala är utrikes- och säkerhetspolitik. Den federala regeringen kan påverka andra 
politikområden genom att finansiera program och att stifta lagar. Den nationella tillväxt-
politiska debatten kan delas in två huvudfåror: att förbättra näringsklimatet och att få USA 
mer innovativt. Den förra fokuserar på att minska kostnaderna för företagen. I huvudsak görs 
detta genom att minska skatterna, vilket nuvarande president har gjort. En annan aspekt på 
näringsklimatet är de höga kostnaderna för ”godtyckliga stämningar” (frivolous lawsuits) i 
vilka företag kan få betala ut stora belopp i skadestånd och dessutom medför stora kostnader 
i syfte att undvika detta. En annan stor fråga är de skenande kostnaderna för sjukvård. 
Eftersom de flesta amerikaner är försäkrade via arbetsgivare är de ökande kostnaderna för 
sjukvårdsförsäkring en tung finansiell börda på företag. I syfte att minska ökningen av 
sjukvårdskostnaderna har President Bush lanserat sjukvårdskonton (Health Savings Account) 
där individer kan spara pengar skattefritt och sedan använda dem för att betala sjukvård. 

Den andra fåran i debatten är att få USA mer innovativt. Den fokuserar på att öka USAs 
innovativa kapacitet genom att öka FoU-finansiering och genom att förbättra grund- och 
gymnasieskolan. Denna debatt pekar också på svårigheterna för utländska studenter och 
forskare att få visum till USA. Eftersom universitet i USA har en hög andel utländska stu-
denter och forskare är detta på sikt ett potentiellt hot mot kvalitén på forskningen i USA. 

Iowa är en delstat i mellanvästern med en befolkning på 2,9 miljoner. Iowa är känd för sitt 
jordbruk, men Iowa har också en stor tillverkningsindustri. Iowas ekonomi är för tillfället 
stark med en låg arbetslöshet. Iowa har dock en lägre inkomst per capita än genomsnittet i 
USA och mycket av tillväxtstrategin i Iowa går ut på att skapa arbeten med högre löner än 
genomsnittet. 

Det finns en utbredd insikt i Iowa att sysselsättningen i jordbruks- och tillverkningssektorn 
kommer att fortsätta minska. Iowa har en stark forskningsbas med två forskningsuniversitet 
av hög klass. Deras forskning är speciellt stark i jordbruksrelaterade vetenskaper och därför 
betraktas biovetenskap (bio science) vara en av hörnstenarna för att bygga Iowas framtid. 
Iowa Departement of Economic Development (IDED) är den delstatsmyndighet som har 
ansvaret för att utföra och utforma tillväxtpolitiken i Iowa. IDED spelade en viktig roll för att 
skapa Iowa Values Fund (IVF). IVF är en fond med $500 miljoner i kapital med syfte att 
skapa tillväxt i Iowa. IDED producerar också statistik som används till att jämföra Iowa med 
andra delstater och för att ge underlag för politiska beslut. Ett annat tillväxtpolitiskt verktyg i 
Iowa är skattesystemet. Det finns många skatteincitament för att investera i småföretag och 
nya företag och skatteavdrag för företag som vill investera eller expandera i Iowa.    
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Kalifornien är i många avseenden mer som ett stort europeiskt land än en delstat, med en 
befolkning på 36 miljoner, geografiskt lite mindre än Sverige och en ekonomi i storlek 
med Frankrikes. Utöver sitt gynnsamma klimat har Kalifornien flera universitet av yttersta 
världsklass vilkas forskare brukar få åtminstone ett nobelpris varje år. Flera av världens 
mest avancerade och innovativa företag har sina huvudkontor i Kalifornien och nästan 50 
procent av allt riskkapital (venture capital) i USA investeras i Kalifornien. Den dynamiska 
ekonomin i Kalifornien står dock inför ett antal utmaningar. Ett vanligt klagomål är de 
höga levnadsomkostnaderna i Kalifornien. En majoritet av hushållen har inte råd att köpa 
ett hus i någon av Kalifornien storstadsområden. Detta gör det svårt för många företag att 
rekrytera personal. Detta bidrar också till att företag av kostnadsskäl tvingas flytta från 
Kalifornien till primärt granndelstaterna. Ett annat problem är den underdimensionerade 
infrastrukturen. Utöver att kalifornienborna spenderar en stor del av sin tid i bilköer inne-
bär det dyrare godstransporter. Ett annat flitigt debatterat problem är utbildningssystemet. 
De kaliforniska universiteten är i världsklass men grund- och gymnasieskolan tillhör de 
sämst presterande i USA.  

En stor och diversifierad delstat som Kalifornien har givetvis en mängd program och initi-
ativ som syftar till att skapa ekonomisk tillväxt. De stora städerna och regionerna i Kali-
fornien har också förutsättningar att själva ha omfattande program. Eftersom nuvarande 
guvernören har lovat att inte höja några skatter måste investeringar finansieras på annat 
sätt. I november 2006 röstade kalifornienborna i en folkomröstning att delstaten via bl.a. 
upplåning ska investera över $100 miljarder i skolor, infrastruktur, inrikes säkerhet (ho-
meland security) och bostäder. Kalifornien har under många år haft generösa skatteavdrag 
för FoU, vilket har bidragit till det gynnsamma innovationsklimatet. Man kan emellertid 
hävda att den viktigaste åtgärden för ekonomisk tillväxt i Kalifornien är det offentliga Uni-
versity of California. Fastän det mesta av FoU inte finansieras av delstaten Kalifornien 
bidrar de kaliforniska skattebetalarna med miljarder till University of California. Kalifor-
nien anser sig vara födelseplatsen för vetenskapliga och teknologiska genombrott. Kalifor-
niens ekonomi är beroende av dessa genombrott och framväxten av nya snabbväxande 
företag. Dessa skapas i sin tur av ett ständigt inflöde av entreprenöriella immigranter, 
forskning i världsklass och stora mängder riskvilligt kapital.  

Mycket av det som krävs för att skapa ekonomisk tillväxt är allmän kunskap. Skillnader i 
politiken är oftast bara skillnader i prioriteringar. Den nya regeringen i Sverige har flaggat 
för ändringar i prioriteringar men många av dessa har ännu inte blivit politik. Emellertid är 
förståelsen för vad som skapar ekonomisk tillväxt liknande i Sverige och USA. En tydlig 
skillnad är dock den stora fokuseringen på kvalitén i grund- och gymnasieskola i USA. I 
USA är i stort sett alla överens om att kvalitén i grund- och gymnasieskolan är en av de 
viktigaste om inte den viktigaste tillväxtpolitiska frågan. Den höga nivån på forskning och 
akademisk utbildning i USA, som ofta tas som given, är till stor del beroende av ett inflöde 
av immigranter. Dessutom skapas många av de högteknologiska snabbväxande företagen 
av immigranter. Immigrationspolitiken blir på grund av detta en del i den tillväxtpolitiska 
debatten. Ett av de viktigaste och mest använda tillväxtpolitiska redskapen i USA är skat-
ter. Förutom att de är lägre i USA än i Sverige används de ofta för att ge incitament till 
aktiviteter och beteenden som är tillväxtbefrämjande, t ex FoU, utbildning och invester-
ingar. USA är ett stort land och problem och lösningar i t ex Kalifornien är i regel annor-
lunda än de i mindre delstater som t ex Iowa. De flesta delstater har brist på riskvilligt ka-
pital och ser ett ökat utbud av riskkapital som en central del i tillväxtpolitiken. Arbetslöshet 
uppfattas inte som ett problem, däremot finns det en debatt om hur man kan skapa högav-
lönade jobb. Den ökade produktiviteten och internationaliseringen har, liksom i andra delar 
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av västvärlden, gett upphov till att antal anställda i tillverkningsindustrin har minskat i 
USA. Istället ser många i USA att USAs framtid är att få en än mer dominerande roll inom 
FoU och att vara hemvisten för de nya avancerade företagen som denna forskning kommer 
att generera.  
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1 Introduction 
The riddle of economic growth is not yet solved. Although we do not know with certainty 
how and why some economies grow faster than others, research has identified a number of 
factors as crucial for creating economic growth, including accumulation of production 
factors (labor and capital) and increased productivity. Productivity increase is the only 
factor that in the long run expands an economy. So, when talking about economic growth 
we are in reality talking about increased productivity. The opportunity for achieving eco-
nomic growth through increasing the supply of production factors is limited, since there is 
an absolute maximum of output of labor supply.1 However, the productivity concept is of 
limited use when it comes to creating a policy to spur economic growth. In order to make 
policy relevant, it is necessary to understand the factors that cause productivity to increase.  

Only in the last years has “economic growth policy” become a popular term in the debate 
on economic growth. Previously, economic growth was often seen as being in the domain 
of economic policy. The more complex view on economic growth that has evolved during 
the last years (see discussion on institutional growth theory in Chapter 2) has implied that 
in order to create economic growth, all types of policy must be involved. The term “growth 
policy” reflects this and includes all types of policies that affect economic growth.  

The purpose of this report is to:  

1 Give input on the Swedish debate on economic growth 

2 Inspire primarily Swedish policymakers, both regional and national, to new ideas in 
their work with growth policies 

3 Present an overview of the growth policy and the debate in the USA, with examples of 
U.S. growth policy on the federal and state level  

The growth strategies of Sweden are scattered in several documents and policies. The main 
ones so far have been the Swedish Innovation Strategy (Näringsdepartmentet, 2004) and 
the annual Government Budget Bills (Budgetpropositionen). While the former was a long-
term promotion of growth in the Swedish economy formulated by the former, Social de-
mocratic government, the second is the government’s annual budget proposal and has a 
wider scope than just fostering economic growth. Besides these official government docu-
ments, there are reports and studies within the realm of the Swedish government that ad-
dress the issue of economic growth in the Swedish economy. These semi-official reports 
are interesting because they show the prevailing ideas among Swedish policymakers on 
how to foster economic growth. There is reason to believe that at least some of this think-
ing will eventually show up in the official growth documents. This study discusses one of 
the most influential and recent of these reports (see below). Moreover, different lobby or-
ganizations and interest groups also present ideas on how to foster economic growth in 
Sweden. These are, however, not included in this report. 

Regional agencies and interest groups in Sweden produce growth strategies and blueprints 
for regional and local economic growth. These are not included in this study. The vast 
majority of important economic policy decisions are made by the national parliament, and 
the regional and local governments have only a small degree of freedom to conduct an 
economic growth policy on their own. That does not mean that the regions in Sweden are 
                                                 
1 There is also a maximum of the possibility to increase the amount of capital (machines). 
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without power, but they could perhaps be compared with counties and other entities below 
state level in the U.S. Since the U.S. is a federation, it is sometimes compared to the EU; 
and the member states in the EU are compared to the states in the U.S. This comparison is 
misleading, since the division of power between the EU and its member states is very dif-
ferent from that in the U.S. A discussion of differences between the U.S. and EU is, of 
course, outside the scope of this paper. However, as discussed elsewhere in this report, the 
states in the U.S. are similar to nations in Europe. Hence, when discussing Swedish growth 
strategies, the most suitable objects of comparison in the U.S. are both the federal level and 
the state level, and consequently the regional level in Sweden is left out. 

In October 2006, Sweden got a new center-right government. The new government has 
different priorities than the previous center-left one. In their first budget (Budget proposi-
tion, 2006), there are significant changes. One could argue that these changes are, with a 
few exceptions, mainly differences in priorities, not any changes in basic understanding of 
the underlying economic reality. However, in the realm of economic growth policy there 
are some significant changes. The new policy has not yet become reality, and it is too early 
to describe what growth strategies Sweden will have with the new government.  

One of the differences to the previous budget is the focus on the framework conditions for 
SMEs, and a second one is job creation in private service sector. The goal for the new gov-
ernment is that Sweden will be one of the countries in the world with the best business 
climate for entrepreneurs. Other central pillars in the growth strategy – such as the impor-
tance of R&D, innovation, and education – are shared with the previous government. 
Swedish politics have, over the last decades, had a strong focus on fostering economic 
growth, irrespective of colour of government. This focus is the same for the new govern-
ment.  

The Swedish Innovation Strategy focused on innovation – in R&D and education, in 
Swedish industry, in the public sector, and in people. The strategy took its starting point in 
the ability to generate knowledge and to translate it into innovation and new jobs. As a 
continuation of the Innovation Strategy, there has been a dialogue between the government 
and the business sector. This dialogue has focused on six areas: 

• IT and Telecom 

• Metallurgy 

• Forest-products industry 

• Aerospace industry 

• Automotive industry 

• Pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and medical technology 

These six sectors were considered by the former government to be the most important sectors 
for Sweden, and their success is of crucial importance for the long-term economic growth in 
Sweden. It is worthwhile to note that the focus is on manufacturing, and the service sector is 
only included when it is adjacent to manufacturing and, to some extent, IT.  
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A more recent report is Framtidens Näringsliv (2006), which is a joint project by The 
Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth (Nutek) and The Royal Swedish 
Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA). The report outlines challenges for the Swedish 
Industry and gives nine policy proposals on how to improve the competitiveness of the 
Swedish industry (Nutek and IVA, 2006):  

• More resources for lifelong learning, including both vocational training and training to 
pursue a second career 

• Increase government-financed civilian R&D to 1 percent of GDP 

• Promote growth and job creation in labor-intensive services, through changes in 
regulatory framework 

• Increase the opportunities for entrepreneurship in the health care sector and thereby 
increase productivity and cost-efficiency 

• Facilitate the internationalization of the Swedish service sector through changes in 
national and EU regulatory frameworks 

• Review the tax system and make it internationally competitive 

• Increase the flexibility on the Swedish labor market, without losing individual security 

• Find a long-term solution to providing reliable energy 

• Establish a Swedish Globalization Council, consisting of policymakers and representa-
tives from business, unions, and academia, to analyze how to improve the competitive-
ness of the Swedish industry  

The report from Nutek and IVA is a joint effort by representatives from industry, unions, 
and academia in Sweden. No politicians or policymakers were involved in the project. The 
project is, despite this, of semi-official character, since it was administered and published 
by a Swedish government agency. The report puts more emphasis on the service sector 
than “Innovative Sweden”, and it actually explicitly criticizes the official innovation strat-
egy as having an outdated view of what constitutes the business sector and innovation. In 
sum, this report is a good summary of what the important interest groups – such as unions 
and business organizations – see as challenges for Sweden.  

1.1 Method 
This study combines a number of methods. The survey of the economic growth research 
and the debate on economic growth policy is based on academic articles and newspa-
per/magazine articles, respectively. The information in the three cases of growth policies is 
taken from the press, official documents, speeches, reports, and a number of interviews 
with policymakers, researchers, and think tank representatives.  

Nowadays, when transcripts of a politician’s public speeches are available on his or her 
web site, it is as easy to quote from speeches as from written statements. However, this 
report prefers written sources and only quotes from speeches when there is no appropriate 
written source. Statements and initiatives only referred to in speeches are excluded. In 
order to access these, the network of ITPS/Swedish Office of Science and Technology was 
used extensively. 
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The starting point in all cases is the official growth strategies, if there are any. Otherwise, 
the documents that best outline the ideas for fostering long-term economic growth are 
used. Those documents usually are a mix of long-term economic growth policy and short-
term economic policy, mixed with an ideological agenda.2 This study tries to separate out 
the policies and their implementation, which actually promote economic growth.  

There is extensive literature on how economic growth in the U.S. was created.3 This back-
ward-looking literature is, with a few exceptions, excluded in this study. The focus is in-
stead on how the USA is planning to continue to grow its economy and sustain its scien-
tific and technological leadership.  

In the USA, where the states to a large extent are free to map their own way through an 
economy of globalization and rapid technological change, it is essential to understand 
growth policy on the state level in order to understand it on the federal level. Therefore, 
this report compares growth policies in two states: California and Iowa. These states were 
chosen because they represent two different types of economic situation and are facing 
different structural challenges.  

California is the largest economy in the U.S. and is similar to a large European nation. 
California is often considered to have a progressive, innovative policy, and many initia-
tives in California have spread nationwide. Due to its size, California often sets the stan-
dard in a lot of areas and is home to many scientific breakthroughs. 

Iowa is a Midwestern state with a population below the national average; it has, to a large 
extent, an agriculture-based economy. Iowa also has a vast manufacturing sector. The agri-
cultural sector is doing well, but in terms of employment it is not growing. The manufac-
turing sector – all over the U.S. and especially in the Midwest – is feeling the heightened 
foreign competition, and Iowa has been struck by a steady decline in manufacturing em-
ployment. A more extensive discussion of the characteristics of the California and Iowa 
economies can be found in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The Iowa chapter was written in 
2005, and it ignores economic development initiatives after 2005. The purpose of the Iowa 
chapter is not to give an up-to-date description and analysis of economic growth policy in 
Iowa, but to show how a small agriculture- and manufacturing-based economy fosters eco-
nomic growth, and how it navigates in a global economy. Thus, Iowa is an example. 

This report is written for primarily Swedish readers and secondarily European readers, 
aiming to increase the understanding on US policy and growth issues since the US is often 
regarded a very important benchmark for these issues.  

1.2 How the U.S. Is Organized 
In order to understand policy in the U.S., it is necessary to be aware of the federal structure 
of the U.S. Besides the federal (national) level, there are three additional administrative 
levels: state, county, and city.4 The states have a large degree of independence and have 
more similarities to the nations in the EU than to the regions within the nations. 

 

                                                 
2 A policy for fostering economic growth is in itself an ideological statement, however nowadays not 
a very controversial one. 
3 Excellent exemplified by Hughes (2005) and Landes (1999). 
4 In Sweden all land belongs to a municipality, but in the U.S. there are plenty of unincorporated 
areas, i.e., land that does not belong to any city. This land is administrated by the county. 
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All of these administrative levels have the right of taxation – not only the right to decide 
the level of taxation, but also what should be taxed and how it should be taxed. An exam-
ple of this is that some states have sales tax, and some do not; some states have different 
level of sales tax on different items, while some have a flat sales tax.5 Further, the states 
can make laws and are fully in charge of their education system, including the universities 
(if they are not private). The federal government’s main responsibility is foreign policy and 
homeland security. They also finance or co-finance programs (for instance, research, edu-
cation, and infrastructure), and this limits to some extent the degree of independence for 
the states.  

It is also important to know that their members of Congress are more independent than, for 
instance, Swedish MPs. Congress members are elected by their constituencies, and their 
chances of being re-elected depend upon voting as the constituency wants. It is therefore 
common that not all Congress members vote with the majority of their party, i.e. their loy-
alty if often to their constituency more than to their party.  

1.3 Terminology of Economic Growth 
Some terminology occurs frequently in the reports and documents referred to in this study, 
the more important of which are discussed below. It is worthwhile to note that some of the 
terminology is used in a slightly different way in Europe than in the U.S. 

1.3.1 Productivity6 
To understand productivity is necessary for understanding economic growth. However, 
productivity is an elusive concept. There are several different types of productivity. The 
one most commonly referred to in media is labor productivity. It is defined as the ratio 
between production output (defined as value-added) and labor input (usually defined as 
hours worked). When productivity in the U.S. is discussed, it is usually labor productivity.  

Another type of productivity is the less-known capital productivity. In order to release the 
potential in increased labor productivity, it is necessary to invest in capital, i.e., machinery. 
Capital productivity is the ratio of output of goods and services to the input of physical 
capital. How effectively this capital is employed affects the economic growth and the po-
tential for economic growth in a nation.  

Multifactor Productivity (MFP) or Total Factor Productivity is a measure of the efficiency 
of the production process that takes into account more than one input (factor). It is ex-
pressed as a ratio of output to a combined measure of two or more factor inputs (e.g., 
capital and labor). However, it also measures the residual, which are the factors that are not 
included in the labor productivity and the capital productivity. 

MFP is designed to measure the joint influences on economic growth of technological 
change, reallocation of resources, efficiency improvements, and other factors. MFP cap-
tures better than labor productivity the efficiency of the production inputs used. The draw-
back is that it is more difficult to measure MFP than labor productivity.  

                                                 
5 For an overview of the U.S. tax system in English, see Steuerle (2004), and in Swedish, see 
Zackrisson (2004). 
6 This section is based on Mandel (2004) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2003). 
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1.3.2 Economic Development 
A term that is frequently used in the U.S. is economic development. A mainstream defini-
tion of economic development is the one the International Council of Economic Develop-
ment uses: “a program, group of policies, or activity that seeks to improve the economic 
well-being and quality of life for a community, by creating and/or retaining jobs that fa-
cilitate growth and provide a stable tax base.”7 As the definition above alludes, it is mainly 
used when referring to economic growth on a local or regional level. While economic 
growth is a quantitative change, economic development also includes a qualitative compo-
nent. It refers not only to an increase in Gross Regional Product; economic development 
often also includes other factors, such as higher wages, more jobs, improved business cli-
mate, or even sustainable development (Malizia and Feser, 1999). 

On local/regional (city/county) and state levels, there is usually an agency or a non-profit 
corporation with responsibility for economic development.8 They may do everything from 
recruiting investments to suggesting new tax policies that could increase economic growth. 
The economic development organizations are often partnerships of private and public 
stakeholders. 

For public officials, economic development often means job creation: Economic develop-
ment programs have in common an attempt to reduce some sort of business costs (Bartik, 
1991). In summary, programs and initiatives that are aiming to create economic growth are 
often, on the regional and local level, labelled economic development, whereas on federal 
level it is usually referred to as economic growth. This report uses both terms.  

1.3.3 Innovation and Innovation Policy 
Innovation policy has become a fashionable term and is frequently used among policymak-
ers and pundits when talking about economic growth. It is seldom defined. Most defini-
tions of innovation go back to Schumpeter (1934: Chapter 2), where a innovation is; 

1 The introduction of a new good 

2 The introduction of a new method of production 

3 The opening of a new market 

4 Use of a new source of supply 

5 Carrying out of the new organization of any industry. This definition is wide, and 
sometimes innovation is limited to point one and two.9  

Innovation policy should therefore be a policy that facilitates innovation. It differs from 
R&D policy or Science Policy by also including the commercialization of R&D. The more 
widespread term technology policy is sometimes used as a synonym to innovation policy, 
but it has a focus on technology, i.e. it excludes non-technological innovations. The term 
innovation policy is seldom defined but is used in policy contexts in a similar way in both 
Sweden and the U.S – sometimes almost as a synonym to economic growth policy. 

 

                                                 
7 www.iedconline.org/?p=FAQs (accessed July 17, 2005) 
8 These organizations usually have names like Los Angeles County Economic Development 
Cooperation and Iowa Department of Economic Development. 
9 See, for instance, OECD (2005). 
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In Europe and in Sweden, the concept of systems of innovation is frequently used as a tool 
in economic growth policies.10 This concept seem to be absent in the U.S. debate, which is 
evident in the research literature, where the majority of the systems of innovation research 
is done in Europe by European researchers.11 However, the concept of clusters seems to be 
in use on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.  

1.3.4 Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship policy 
The term entrepreneurship has gained popularity in the last years all over the western 
world; to be entrepreneurial is a positive feature for individuals, companies, cities, regions, 
and nations. It has been used so much that the definition has blurred nearly beyond recog-
nition. Because of this, there is no consensus on how to define entrepreneurship. A broad 
definition of entrepreneurship usually states that entrepreneurship is a mindset focusing on 
problem solutions. This type of definition includes all sorts of entrepreneurs, including so-
called social entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs. A more narrow definition of entrepreneur-
ship is “the process of starting and continuing to expand new businesses” (Hart, 2003: 5).12 

This report uses the more narrow definition, unless otherwise stated.  

In comparison to a small-businesses owner, the entrepreneur wants not just to replace in-
come from traditional employment but also to create substantial wealth. Sometimes, also, 
the involvement of innovation is included in the entrepreneurial ventures, and it sets the 
entrepreneur apart from the small-business owner. The distinction between small business 
and entrepreneurs is sometimes vague. Small business is, as the name indicates, focused on 
the size of the company, often in terms of number of employees. Entrepreneurship is less 
focused on size and more on the nature of the activities (for an overview, see Lundström 
and Stevenson 2002: 9-48; Hart, 2003). 

A term that has not gained as much popularity as entrepreneurship is entrepreneurship 
policy. A Google search shows that the term entrepreneurship policy is more common in 
Europe than in the U.S. However, as the Harvard economist D.M. Hart states, “Entrepre-
neurship policy is a concept and a phrase whose time seems to have come” (Hart, 2003: 4). 
In one of the most exhaustive works on entrepreneurship policy, it is defined as a “measure 
intended to directly influence the level of entrepreneurial activity in a country or region” 
(Lundström and Stevenson, 2002: 13). Hart (2003: 4) points out that it includes “activities 
at several levels of government from local to national (and perhaps beyond).” 

A related concept to entrepreneurship policy is small-business policy. While the general 
goal of entrepreneurship policy is to encourage individuals to start companies and create an 
entrepreneurial culture, small-business policy is primarily focused on existing companies 
(Lundström and Stevenson, 2002; Hart, 2003). 

                                                 
10 “Systems of Innovation” is usually labeled not a theory, but a theoretical framework or concept 
(Edquist, 1997).  
11 A review of any of the databases for economic research (for instance, www.econlit.org or 
http://ideas.repec.org/) reveals that the research on systems of innovation is dominated by 
European researchers.  
12 This definition is similar to the classical definition of the entrepreneur by Kirzner (1979). 
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1.3.5 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
The ranking of nations’ economic level is often measured in Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP)13 – a reasonably good measure of the size of the economic activities in a nation. 
However, the problems with GDP as a measure are several. A textbook critique against 
GDP as a measure for wealth is that it does not consider what a nation produces (food ver-
sus weapons) or how it is distributed (rich versus poor); and it excludes all non-pecuniary 
activities. It also excludes other variables that affect the well-being of humans: pollution, 
access to health care, social security, etc.  

There are several alternative measures on well-being, but most (though not all) of them 
yield similar international rankings to GDP per head (OECD, 2006).14  

Despite the shortcomings of GDP as a measure of wealth, it is handy to use as a proxy for 
economic wealth. Few would disagree that in today’s world, nations with a high GDP in 
general provide a better life than nations with low GDP. Further, it could be argued that a 
high GDP provides more freedom of choice for politicians/nations/people. Thus, a nation 
with a high GDP has better possibilities to choose its own destiny than a nation with a low 
GDP, ceteris paribus, provided it has some type of democracy. (The relationship between 
economic growth and democracy is interesting and needs to be further explored, but it is 
outside the scope of this report.) The bottom line of this discussion is that GDP as a meas-
ure of economic growth is not perfect, but as a tool it is useful. It follows that prolonged 
differences in growth rates produce dramatic differences in living standard/real income per 
capita. Economic growth is measured by the rate of change of real income per capita. Real 
income per capita is often used as a rough measure of a country’s standard of living. 

1.3.6 Competitiveness15 
A term that is frequently used among policy makers is competitiveness. The definition is 
vague but it refers to the ability and performance of a region or a country to sell and supply 
goods and/or services in a given market. As is argued in Krugman (1994) the concept of 
competitiveness is wrong since nations are not competing with each other. Nevertheless, it 
is a popular term. In practice it seems to refer to a nation’s or region’s ability to foster 
economic growth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
13 Sometimes Gross National Product (GNP) is used. It is GDP plus the income accruing to 
domestic residents as a result of investments abroad, minus the income earned in domestic markets 
accruing to foreigners abroad. 
14 For a discussion on GDP and its weaknesses as a measure on well-being and as a measure on 
economic activities, see, for instance, OECD (2006). 
15 This section is based on Krugman (1994) and Choo & Moon (2000). 
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2 Economic Growth Policies: A Theoretical 
Framework 

While economic growth has long been considered a question for economists, we can now see 
research about economic growth in an array of academic disciplines. It is outside the scope of 
this report to summarize the state of the economic growth research, but this chapter gives a 
brief overview of different schools of thought on economic growth and different types of 
research that are influencing the current economic growth policy in the U.S.  

2.1 Economics and Economic Growth Research 
The amount of research on economic growth research has increased dramatically in the last 
decades (Calmfors and Persson, 1999). As with most economic research, economic growth 
research can be traced back to Adam Smith. In The Wealth of Nation (1776/2003), he dis-
cussed how division of labour can enrich a nation. Forty years later, the British economist 
David Ricardo showed how value is created by international trade (Ricardo, 1817/1996). 
Smith and Ricardo took our understanding of how economic growth is created a large leap 
forward. 

With the emergence of neoclassical economic theory in the end of the 19th century, the 
interest in economic growth took a step back, and it was not until the 1950s that economic 
growth theory took a leap forward again. Stanford economist Robert Solow published a 
study that showed that the changes in the size of the workforce, human capital, and physi-
cal capital only explained half of the increase in economic growth (Solow, 1956). Until 
Solow published his article, increase in labor and capital were considered the main causes 
of economic growth. The other unexplained half is usually called the residual, and this is 
where the effect of technology and innovation shows up. However, technology was still to 
a large extent treated as exogenous in the economic models, i.e. the models did not explain 
how and why innovation occurs. 

Solow’s seminal article also originated sources-of-growth accounting, which is used to 
estimate the separate effects on economic growth of labor, capital, and technological 
change. The following decades produced many studies that tried to estimate the relative 
importance of the production inputs. These studies all came to the conclusion that the re-
sidual is high and that new technology is an import driver of economic growth. So still, 
“the growth theory remained predominantly a theory of exogenous technological change” 
(Helpman, 2004: 36).  

In the 1980s, the “new growth theory” developed. It tried to incorporate knowledge into 
the growth model, i.e. make technological change endogenous (Romer, 1986).16 It empha-
sized that the ability to grow the economy by increasing knowledge rather than labor and 
capital.17  

 

                                                 
16 The difference between Solow’s growth theory and the “New Growth Theory” (NGT) can also be 
expressed in more technical terms; the NGT does not assume diminishing marginal utility of 
production inputs, as Solow’s growth theory did (for a further discussion on this matter see, for 
instance, Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2003). 
17 It also changed the assumption of marginal productivity. For a brief non-technical overview, see 
Helpman (2004: 19-54). 
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It elegantly included knowledge in the mathematical models to estimate economic growth. 
However, “the empirical basis of these new growth models is still very thin” (Rensman and 
Kuper, 1999: 3). Further, it leaves out aspects like the role of entrepreneurship and geogra-
phy (Acs and Varga, 2005). 

This research has, over the last years, spurred a lot of statistical analysis in which a variety 
of variable influences on economic growth are studied, e.g. taxation, macroeconomic sta-
bility, unemployment insurances, industrial structure. Among all the variables studied, 
accumulation of human capital, i.e. more education, seems to be a variable with a large 
explanatory power for differences in growth rates. 

Some (neoclassical) economists also point to the importance of international trade. They 
found that economic growth and increased international trade are correlated (O’Rourke and 
Williamson, 1999). However, different studies on openness and economic growth have 
found different results (Helpman, 2004; Alesina, Spolaore, and Wacziarg, 2003). The 
studies also indicate that smaller economies gain relatively more on openness than larger 
economies, and that it varies over time. Although in theory free trade can sometimes dis-
courage growth in income per capita, the majority of economists firmly believe that free 
trade in the long run on average raises the income per capita (Grossman and Helpman, 
1991).18 For an overview on recent research on foreign trade and economic growth, see 
Helpman (2004: Chapter 5). 

2.2 Institutional Approaches to Economic Growth 
A vast body of literature emphasizes the importance of institutions19 for economic growth. 
This school of thought is represented by an array of scholars with different academic back-
grounds and theoretical inclinations. Well-known names are the economic historians 
Douglas North and Nathan Rosenberg, as well as several “non-traditional economists” 
such as J.A. Schumpeter and the more modern Hernando de Soto.

While the neoclassical growth theory is a macro-based theory, the institutional approach is 
more of a micro-based theory.20 The potential for growth in an economy is, according to 
institutional economists, a result of the institutional setup. Institutions give individuals 
incentives, and individuals respond to those incentives. If individuals are not engaging in 
growth-enhancing activities, the institutional setup is wrong. 

Representatives for the institutional theory are less prone to use mathematical/statistical 
models. The institutional approach often criticizes the neoclassical growth theory for ig-
noring things that cannot be quantified in the economical models (Carlsson, 2002).  

                                                 
18 Although studies have found a link between free trade and economic growth, this does not mean 
there is a link between trade volumes and growth in income per capita.  
19 A widely used definition of institution is:  “Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, 
more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction” (North, 1993: 
3). North includes both formal and informal institutions; formal are laws, and informal are 
conventions and codes of behaviour. 
20 The institutional theory is in reality not one theory but several theories that have in common their 
emphasis on the importance of institutions for understanding and explaining the economy. 
Therefore, institutional theory is often called institutional approach. 
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However, the last decades of economic research have been able to quantify many “soft 
variables”21 and sometimes it can be difficult to distinguish between institutional theory 
and neoclassical theory. 

Several books on the industrialization and how the Western world grew rich are written in 
the institutional tradition: Landes (1999), Rosenberg (1997), Mokyr (1992), and North 
(1976). A central theme in those is property rights and the incentives the institutional setup 
provides individuals: “The agent of change is the individual entrepreneur responding to the 
incentives embodied in the institutional framework” (North, 1990: 83). 

Closely linked to the institutional approach is the evolutionary theory. The evolutionary 
theory is defined by a range of theoretical themes. A core in all of them is that they deal 
with how economies develop hence they do not study equilibrium. The evolutionary the-
ory, as the name indicates, borrows from biology and suggests that economic development 
is a process of natural selection (Nelson and Winter, 1982).22 The evolutionary theory 
stresses the bounded rationality and the importance of routines in firms. One of the most 
well-known names in this tradition is the professor Richard Nelson. Although he is 
American, evolutionary theories are predominantly a European tradition. 

A central figure in the non-neoclassical approach to economic growth is the Austrian 
economist Joseph Schumpeter. Schumpeter was the first economist who attributed growth 
to the entrepreneur. He also introduced the concept of “creative destruction” (Schumpeter, 
1942: Chapter 7). He is usually also cited as the father of the evolutionary theory (Kelm, 
1997). 

If accumulation of labor and capital is important for creating economic growth, the factors 
that cause them to accumulate must also be important. One factor that in recent years has 
gotten attention is demographics. Jones (2002) shows that the age structure of the popula-
tion has an affect on economic growth. This is, of course, difficult – at least in short-term – 
to affect with policy; it should therefore be seen as an exogenous variable. Further, another 
factor that affects savings and investment is the interest rate. A low interest rate enables 
more investments to take place, but in the long run monetary policy in and of itself has 
little impact on the economic growth. A monetary policy cannot by itself create productiv-
ity increases, but a bad monetary policy can hamper economic growth.  

2.3 Taxes and economic growth 
The influences of taxes on economic growth is debatable.23 There is no consensus on how 
taxes affect the pace of economic growth (Hansson, 2000; Persson, 1999; Temple, 1999). 
Taxes are used to influence individuals’ and organizations’ behaviour in a variety of ways. 
It is common to have high taxes on alcohol and tobacco, since those items are considered 
to be bad. There are also environmental taxes aiming to improve the environment. On 
“good or necessary things” there are often low taxes, e.g. food and culture. Taxes are used 
as incentive to do or to not do certain activities, based on the simple assumption that the 
level of consumption and investment is affected by price. Thus, taxation is one of the main 
tools in economic growth policy.  

                                                 
21 An example of such research is that of Persson and Tabellini (2003), in which they compare the 
impact of a presidential system versus a parliamentary system on economic growth.  
22 The analogy with biology should be treated with caution. The biology is more Lamarckian than 
Darwinian. 
23 When discussing taxes, it is usually the size of the government that is important. 
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While it is difficult to establish a link between the level of taxation and economic growth 
in general, this does not mean that the structure of the taxation system is not important. 
Since savings are necessary for investments, taxes on capital gains and savings taxes are 
often thought to hamper economic growth (McCaffery, 2002; Chamley, 1986).  

Research and Development (R&D) plays a key role in economic growth. New technologies 
play a crucial role in increasing productivity, but R&D-intensive industries are also argued 
to create high-wage, high quality jobs, which are attractive to policymakers (Wilson, 
2005). Governments (national or regional) have two ways to encourage R&D-activities: 
They can either finance R&D directly through universities (or research institutes) or give 
tax incentives to companies and institutions (OECD, 2003, and Wilson, 2005). 24 A 
number of countries in the world (including the U.S. but not yet Sweden) as well as many 
states in the U.S. offer companies tax credits for doing R&D. OECD (2003) indicates that 
tax incentives for R&D are an efficient method to increase the amount of R&D. However, 
studies suggest that R&D tax credits on the state level (in the U.S.) might be a zero-sum 
game (Wilson, 2005). Another criticism against giving companies tax incentives is that it 
takes away resources from valuable public services like education that are crucial for 
creating economic growth (Lynch, 2004).  

Reduction in taxes can also be used to give certain companies or regions a cost advantages. 
Many states in the U.S. offer tax incentives for companies in certain areas or regions 
(sometimes the whole state) – for instance, reductions in property taxes or sales tax ex-
emptions. The purpose is to reduce the cost of doing business and hence make a certain 
region or state more attractive. It is also a common practice worldwide to offer tax incen-
tives to lure foreign direct investments. Critics claim that this type of tax incentive is only a 
zero-sum game for the national economy (Lynch, 2004, and Middleton, 2001). However, 
since many states and regions offer these tax incentives, it is difficult for others not to offer 
them. Some would call it a race to the bottom. It is also possible to argue that tax incen-
tives are a zero-sum game between countries. However, this has yet to be studied in depth.  

2.4 Education and R&D and Effects on Economic Growth 
As stated in the section above, accumulation of human capital is one of the factors that 
economists seem to agree is a crucial variable in explaining differences in economic 
growth. Few, if any, policymakers question the validity in this statement. However, in 
turning this into policy, the policymakers encounter several difficulties.  

Education is usually treated as an investment in the research literature but not always 
among policymakers (OECD, 2002). The return on investment in education, in terms of 
increased economic growth, is long-term and thus not always a priority for politicians. The 
research has not agreed on what type of education promotes economic growth the most. 
Neither has it come to an agreement on whom to educate. A modern society needs to have 
a labor force with high levels of literacy and basic skills in mathematics in order that pri-
mary and secondary education are essential and not questioned. A growing economy also 
needs a top-notch university-trained labor force, but it might be possible to educate a too-
big share of the population. While a university education might offer a high private return 
for students, the social benefits (return for society) are not necessarily always positive 
(Wolf, 2003). 

                                                 
24 If the social return on R&D is higher than the private return, should an optimal government 
policy aim to bring private incentives to conduct R&D in line with the social return of R&D? 
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The criticisms of the increased investment in education concern higher education and vo-
cational training, not the investments in primary and secondary education.  

There is extensive research on education and on “education and economic growth” but 
little knowledge of what education policy actually works (Barrow and Rouse, 2005). There 
seems to be agreement that providing education for young people is a better investment 
than educating older people, since the former can ripen from the harvest of the education 
over a longer period (Björklund, 1999).  

The bottom line is that education, i. e. human capital accumulation, in general is a prereq-
uisite for economic growth, but not all investments in education are equal, and some edu-
cation might even be a waste of tax money. 

One of the purposes of increased investments in education is to get a more productive labor 
force. The other purpose is to generate researchers, who can perform high-class R&D. 
R&D is one of the main drivers of innovation and technological change. As is shown 
above, innovation/technological change is one of the most important factors in economic 
growth. However, if our knowledge about what types of education generate economic 
growth is insufficient, our knowledge about what types of R&D generate economic growth 
is even smaller. As discussed elsewhere in this study, excellence in research does not by 
itself generate successful companies, i.e. economic growth. Studies on what R&D gener-
ates economic growth has not reached conclusive results. However, there is a commonly 
held belief that advanced R&D and technologies provide better growth opportunities than 
low technologies.  

One of the most influential thinkers of the last years when it comes to economic develop-
ment and economic growth is Richard Florida. He has in two books (2002/2004 and 2005) 
outlined a theory about why some cities and regions and countries grow and why some 
don’t. He states that “human creativity is the ultimate economic resource” (2002/2004: 
xiii) and introduces the concept of the creative class, which he defines as “people who add 
economic value through their creativity” (2002/2004:68). According to his estimates, this 
class includes nearly a third of the workforce. Florida supports his thesis with plenty of 
data. However, it does not fit into traditional economic theory.25  

Florida (2002/2004) shows that cities in the U.S. that have the largest concentration of 
creative class also have the highest economic growth. One of the biggest magnets for in-
vestments and new companies is talent. In order for cities/regions and countries to thrive it 
is necessary to attract these creative individuals. In Florida (2005) he extends his analysis 
to the global level and applies the theory of the creative class. He points out that the crea-
tive class is internationally mobile and the countries that are able to attract and keep these 
individuals are the winners in the international economy. In order to nourish the creative 
class a country (or region) must, as many already do, harness technology and talent, but 
Florida also stresses the importance of tolerance. The center of those “creativity hubs” is 
the universities (Florida, 2002/2004: 291). 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 An attempt to include Florida’s ideas in economic growth theory is Jones (forthcoming). 
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3 Federal Growth Strategies in the USA 
As discussed in the introduction, the realm of the federal government is limited. The two 
areas of policy that are exclusively federal are foreign policy and security policy. The fed-
eral government is setting the framework by providing financing and passing legislation. 
For instance, the federal government controls a huge R&D budget and is responsible for 
many of the social security programs. While it is true that many of the political programs 
and initiatives on the federal level originate in state policy, it also works the other way: If 
the Federal Government decides to eliminate or initiate certain programs, it often affects 
similar programs on the state level. Neither federal policy nor state policy can be under-
stood without the other.  

Some of the key elements in creating economic growth are common knowledge. No one 
disputes the importance of R&D, innovation, education, and a good business climate for 
creating economic growth. The differences are more a question of priorities. So, a discus-
sion of differences in growth policies is a discussion of differences in focuses and priori-
ties. With one exception (taxes – see below) this is true for the U.S. also. 

3.1 The President’s Growth Policy 
In the U.S. these policies are spread out in different policy documents. In the beginning of 
2006 the President presented the America Competitiveness Initiative (2006)26, which “will 
promote new levels of educational achievement and economic productivity.” This policy 
initiative got a lot of attention in the U.S. and worldwide, but it focuses on R&D and 
leaves out policy areas the President otherwise underlines as important for economic 
growth. Therefore, this document must be read in conjunction with the earlier policy 
documents (see below) about economic growth.  

In order to give a full view of the federal growth policy, it is necessary to include a range 
of documents and policy initiatives. There is an overlapping between those, and not all 
focus solely on economic growth, but all do include important elements for understanding 
the federal growth policy. This report focuses on the following policy initiatives:  

• Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 200127 

• Jobs and Growth Act of 200328 

• Six Point Plan for the Economy (2003)29 

• A New Generation of American Innovation (2004)30 

• Ensuring America’s Prosperity (2005)31 

• Agenda for Job Creation and Economic Opportunity (2006)32 

                                                 
26 www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2006/aci/aci06-booklet.pdf (accessed June 5, 2006) 
27 www.whitehouse.gov/news/reports/taxplan.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
28 www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/economy/act-2003.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
29 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/09/20030904-3.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
30www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/technology/economic_policy200404/toc.html(accessed June 5, 2006) 
31 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/02/20050208-2.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
32 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/01/20060106-2.html (accessed March 21, 2006) 
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Those initiatives, together with the America Competitiveness Initiative, give a good 
overview of the incumbent President’s growth policy. However, these plans and strategies 
address both long-term structural and short-term economic issues. These two aspects of 
economic growth are often difficult to separate. For instance, the tax reforms are said to be 
“adding fuel to an economic recovery”33 and promoting long-term growth. This study tries 
to sort out the long-term policies from the short-term and find the core of the President’s 
growth policies. The ideas and plans for fostering economic growth in the USA are pre-
sented in no particular order. 

3.1.1 Tax Cuts 
The incumbent President has a firm belief in the importance of tax cuts for creating 
economic growth: “lower income taxes for all […] are a formula for continuing the 
prosperity we’ve enjoyed.”34 In 2001, President Bush signed into law one of the most 
sweeping changes of the U.S. tax legislation in years (Economic Growth and Tax Relief 
Reconciliation Act of 2001). This act was later supplemented by the “Jobs and Growth Tax 
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003.” The most noticeable changes were lowering the federal 
income tax and reducing the number of tax brackets. Instead of six brackets (15 percent-
39.6 percent) there are now four brackets (10 percent-33 percent). Further, it eliminates the 
capital income tax for low-income households and reduces it for middle- and high-income 
households.35 Most small businesses pay no corporate income tax, but instead profits from 
the businesses are taxed by the owners (so called pass-through taxation). Therefore, a 
reduction in personal income tax is a tax relief for small businesses. These acts also elimi-
nated the double taxation on corporate income by allowing individuals to exclude divi-
dends from their tax return.36 In order to encourage investments and reduce the tax burden 
for small businesses, the tax cuts also allowed small businesses to immediately expense 
investments instead of deducting them over a longer period. 

The tax reductions were to be phased in, and the Jobs and Growth Act of 2003 accelerated 
the phase-ins. To make it more complicated, these reductions, or “sunsets,” are in the year 
2011 going to revert to the provision that existed before they were passed, unless they are 
extended or made permanent by Congress.  

The thinking behind these tax reductions is to let business owners and individuals keep 
more of the money they make and encourage them to invest in their or someone else’s 
business – and this will foster economic growth. The tax cuts are “a victory for […] 
American investors and American entrepreneurs and small businesses.”37 President Bush 
also created a bipartisan panel that advised on how to reform the tax code to make it sim-
pler, fairer, and more pro-growth.38

In the President’s policy for “Ensuring America’s Prosperity” the President wants to make 
the temporary tax reductions that were passed in the “Economic Growth and Tax Relief 
Reconciliation Act of 2001” and “Jobs and Growth Act of 2003” permanent.39  

                                                 
33 www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/achievement/chap5.html (accessed 8th of August, 2005) 
34 www.whitehouse.gov/news/reports/taxplan.html (accessed August 1, 2006) 
35 The capital gains tax will be reduced in steps and reach zero percent for low-income tax payers 
in 2008. 
36 For a brief overview in Swedish, see Zackrisson (2004). 
37 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/07/20030724.html (accessed August 8, 2005) 
38 www.taxreformpanel.gov (accessed August 8, 2005) 
39 It is common that reductions and increases in taxes are temporary.  
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Since 1981 there has been a temporary 20 percent tax credit for incremental R&D expen-
diture.40 That means that the federal corporate income tax was lowered equal to 20 percent 
of the R&D expenses.41 In ACI (2006) President Bush wants to make the R&D tax credit 
permanent. 

3.1.2 Reducing the Lawsuit Burden on the U.S. Economy 
A recurring theme in the President’s speeches on the economy is the burden of “junk” law-
suits. The American legal system has in the last years seen a surge in costs for lawsuits. 
The popular definition of “junk” or frivolous lawsuits is when an outcome of a case far 
exceeds what most people consider reasonable. The President wants to reduce the number 
of lawsuits and also reduce the monetary award. The settlements following these lawsuits 
and/or the insurances against these lawsuits are, according to the President, a “financial 
burden on our economy.”42 Small business especially suffer from this system and, Bush 
says, “We need to protect [small business] from needless regulation and the burden of junk 
lawsuits.”43

President Bush wants to reform the legal system and make it more difficult for trial law-
yers to shop “for a favorable court” and to “ensure that, in a class action lawsuit, most of 
the benefits of a settlement will actually go to the people who were injured, rather than into 
the pockets of trial lawyers.”44

Some lawsuits are legitimate, but some have the sole purpose of extracting money, rather 
than to compensate for legitimate claims. Protecting small businesses from these lawsuits 
would allow them to save money and time that could be invested in their business. The 
President is determined “to prevent frivolous lawsuits from diverting money from job 
creation into legal battles.”45

3.1.3 Lower the cost of health care 
No country in the world is paying as much for their health care as the USA; 15 percent of 
GDP is health care costs. This should be compared to the OECD average of 8.5 percent of 
GDP. 46 A thorough discussion of the U.S. health care system is outside the scope of this 
report but the rising health care cost is considered by Americans to be one of the country’s 
largest problems. In polls, the cost of health care usually ranks among the top issues that 
Americans are concerned about.47 Since the U.S. does not have a national health insurance 
program, most Americans are insured either through their employers or private companies. 
About 15 percent of Americans are at any given moment without health insurance.48  

Larger companies usually offer their employees health insurance, although more compa-
nies require large co-payments from the employees. Small businesses often do not offer 
their employees health insurance, since it is too costly.  

                                                 
40 In fact, the R&D tax credit is called the Research and Experimentation tax credit. 
41 For an overview of the tax credits for R&D see Zackrisson (2004) and Weltman (2006). 
42 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/10/20031030-3.html (accessed August 25, 2005) 
43 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/04/20050427-3.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
44 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/10/20031030-3.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
45 www.treasury.gov/press/releases/js1115.htm (accessed August 10, 2006) 
46 www.who.int/countries/usa/en/ (accessed June 12, 2006) 
47 See, for instance, www.ourfuture.org/docUploads/lake_poll_july/2005.pdf (accessed September 5, 
2005). 
48 www.nchc.org/facts/coverage.shtml (accessed June 12, 2006) 
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And the small businesses that do offer health insurance have to cope with rising costs. 
With this as a background, President Bush wants to lower the cost of health care for small 
businesses, to enable more of them to offer health insurance for their employees and re-
duce the cost for the small businesses that already offer these benefits. 

Part of the President’s pro-growth economic agenda is to curb the cost of health care and 
make it “more affordable and available.”49 The President wants to allow small businesses 
to pool together to purchase health coverage for workers at lower rates and to allow tax-
favored health savings and medical savings accounts.50 Health care is one of the areas that 
the President sees as having “the greater effect on the future of economic growth.”51 An-
other part of the costs in health care are the frivolous lawsuits, thus reducing the cost of 
health care will also require a medical liability reform that will reduce the cost of frivolous 
lawsuits. 

One of the key elements of the President’s policy to reduce the cost of health care is to 
expand the use of Health Savings Accounts (HSAs). HSAs are tax-advantaged savings 
plans available to cover current and future medical expenses. They allow citizens to de-
posit money before tax is paid on it and then to withdraw the money tax-free for qualified 
medical expenses. The President argues that by spending their own money (in contrast to 
the employers’ or the governments) patients are more likely to choose more wisely, and 
thus help keep down rising health-care costs. 

3.1.4 Education and Training 
According to the President, education is “the bedrock of America’s competitiveness.”52 
The centrepiece of the President’s policy to strengthen the education system is the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). NCLB is a bipartisan education reform that passed into 
law January 2002. In short, NCLB requires schools to do annual testing for all students (9-
14 years) and requires reading proficiency at age 9. President Bush wants to expand this 
reform to high school, i.e. 15–18 years. He has initiated new programs and strengthened 
several existing programs, which should ensure that every student leaves high school with 
the skills “needed to succeed in college and a globally competitive workforce.”53  

In response to the increase in the college tuition rates, the President has announced an in-
crease in grants for students from low-income households (Pell Grants). However, this 
increase in Pell Grants is lower than what the President earlier promised. There are several 
federal student financial aid programs, and it is difficult to determine the total value of 
these.54

 

 

                                                 
49 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/05/20060505.html (accessed June 19, 2006) 
50 Medical savings accounts and health savings accounts are tax-deferred accounts that allow you 
to save money for medical expenses. They are similar but differ when it comes to taxation (for 
further information see Fuchs and James, 2005). 
51 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/08/20050809-3.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
52 www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2006/aci/ (accessed June 21, 2006) 
53 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/02/20050203-11.html (accessed August 10, 2005) 
54 http://studentaid.ed.gov (accessed June 21, 2006). Besides those, there are also state and local 
student financial aid programs.  
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President Bush wants to increase and reform workforce training programs and increase the 
number of people served, because “America’s growing and transitioning economy requires 
new skills and new technologies.”55 In 2004, he announced that $120 million in grants 
should be available for Community Colleges56 to enhance workforce training. In 2005, the 
President initiated a grant program that will provide $250 million for training in commu-
nity and technical colleges.57 To receive this funding, Community Colleges must create 
training programs in collaboration with employers.  

3.1.5 Opening Up New Markets for American Products 
The USA and Republican Party have a tradition of promoting free trade, and the incumbent 
President intends to continue to do that: “The United States [...] supports free trade because 
a world that trades in freedom will grow in prosperity and in security.”58 During this presi-
dency, several free trade agreements have been signed, and the most impor-
tant/controversial is the signing of the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA). 
The President wants to level the playing field for American products and “continue to 
work to open new markets to American products.”59  

3.1.6 Fixing the Current Social Security System 
In the realm of domestic policy, the President has two cornerstones: creating an “Owner-
ship Society” and tax cuts.60 The basic idea of an Ownership Society is that people should 
fund their own retirement, health care insurance, disability insurance, etc. (and the role of 
the government could be to enforce withholding a portion of their earnings until they are 
needed). The implementation of the Ownership Society would reduce the citizens’ depend-
ence on the government.61 President Bush’s vision of an “Ownership Society” is expressed 
in reforming the social security system. The President’s proposal is to encourage, through 
tax cuts and tax incentives, individuals to save money so they can pay themselves for what 
was earlier paid through taxes. 

 

                                                 
55 www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/economy/ (accessed August 10, 2005). 
56 In the early 20th century the need for more education and training were imminent. High schools 
had expanded and often added a teacher institute or vocational education to their usual program. 
At the same time small private colleges had developed a model for higher education based on small 
classes and close student-faculty relations. From these two traditions evolved the Community 
Colleges (CC). There were both private and public. During the depression years in the 1930s, the 
CCs expanded their workforce training. After World War II, the CCs expanded as a result of the 
education need for the returning soldier. Today, the CCs offer both workforce training and 
undergraduate degrees. More than half of all undergraduate students are educated by CCs. The CC 
plays a crucial role in the transforming of the economy by offering training of the workforce who 
have a high school degree and maybe even an academic degree but need to upgrade their skills or 
retrain.  
57 www.doleta.gov/comcol/ (accessed August 11, 2005) 
58 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/10/20031020-3.html (accessed August 11, 2005) 
59 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/09/20030904-3.html (accessed August 11, 2005) 
60 The term Ownership Society was first used by the President in 2003. The term was frequent in the 
presidential debates of 2004 but has been used less in 2005-2006. Although the terminology might 
change, the concept of the “Ownership Society” runs deep within the Republican Party, and as long 
as there is a Republican President there will be a policy consistent with the Ownership Society.” 
61 Whether this is good or bad is, of course, a matter of political preference.  
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One of President Bush’s main missions this term is to transform the social security system. 
He stated on the Republican Convent 2004 that “the tax code, health coverage, pension 
plans, worker training – were created for the world of yesterday, not tomorrow. We will 
transform these systems.”62 Although the main argument for the transformation is to save 
the system from a future collapse, the transformations are also seen as a way to increase 
competitiveness. 

The president’s tax cuts of 2001 and 2003 are part of the strategy for creating an “Owner-
ship Society.” It is also consistent with the Republican idea of having a small government. 
The President’s ideas on how to foster economic growth also complement the Ownership 
Society and the Tax cuts. 

President Bush wants to replace the social security program that was established during the 
New Deal in the 1930s. These programs are popular, and the President has encountered 
fierce resistance among the public and even among some Republican politicians for 
changing these popular programs. As President Bush has noted, “There seems to be a di-
minished appetite” among the public to change these programs.63 There is no doubt that 
President Bush and the Republican Party would like to see these New Deal programs 
changed, but it does not seem to be politically possible for the moment. 

3.1.7 Ttechnology and R&D Policy 
A frequent critique against the President’s growth policy has been the lack of focus on 
R&D.64 In January 2006; the President presented the abovementioned America 
Competitiveness Initiative (ACI), which outlines how the USA will “remain a leader in 
science and technology.” In order to do this, the ACI commits $5.9 billion in fiscal year 
2007 to “increase investments in research and development, strengthen education, and 
encourage entrepreneurship.” Over ten years, the ACI commits $59 billion to R&D fund-
ing and R&D tax credits. The core of the ACI is increased investment in R&D. This is 
supported by: 

• An education system that provides students with a world-class education.  

• A system of workforce training that provides workers with training “necessary to im-
prove their skills and better compete in the 21st century.” 

• An immigration policy that enables the U.S. to attract the best and brightest minds. 

• Intellectual property laws that protect results from public and private R&D. 

• An environment that stimulates and encourages entrepreneurship.  

It is worth noting that the ACI does not include any reduction in taxes (except an R&D tax 
credit). The ACI does not discuss what type of R&D will be conducted. However, this was 
also done in A New Generation of American Innovation (NGAI) (2004). The NGAI report 
presents a series of measures that will” inspire a new generation of American innovation.” 
It focuses on three areas: hydrogen fuel technology, transforming health care, and broad-
band technology. This report linked those measures to increased productivity. However, it 
did not allocate large sums of money for these programs. 

                                                 
62 www.presidentialrhetoric.com/campaign/speeches/bush_sept10.html (accessed August 8, 2005) 
63 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/10/20051004-1.html (accessed August 11, 2006) 
64 See for instance www.aip.org/fyi/2005/015.html (accessed June 21, 2006). 
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The ACI is providing new funding for R&D, but in the other plans and documents studied 
above; R&D is seldom mentioned in connection to economic growth. In speeches about 
research, the President usually emphasizes the importance of R&D, but not in connection 
to economic growth. The President’s decision to restrict financing of stem cell research has 
gotten a lot of attention. However, the President has increased the federal R&D budget and 
it now represents the greatest share of GDP in over 10 years; but critics claim it is not 
enough for the U.S. to retain its economic and scientific leadership (see below). 

3.1.8 Other Issues 
Several other policy areas are mentioned in the President’s speeches and documents in 
connection to economic growth. However, these are less frequently mentioned, and they 
seem to primarily serve other purposes than to foster economic growth. In 2005, the 
President announced an energy plan that will, among other things, encourage energy effi-
ciency, promote alternative energy sources, and reduce the USA’s dependence on foreign 
sources of energy. One of the arguments for the energy plan is that “Economic growth 
requires reliable and affordable energy.”65 Otherwise, in the speeches and documents en-
ergy policy is usually not linked to economic growth.  

One of the most debated political issues in 2005 and 2006 was illegal immigration. The 
USA is estimated to have 10-15 million illegal immigrants.66 During the last decades the 
USA has granted amnesty for illegal immigrants several times. The amnesties have at-
tracted more illegal immigrants in hope of a new amnesty. While a majority of the 
Americans want to stop illegal immigration (and some even wants to send illegal immi-
grants back), the federal politicians seem to be divided in the issue. The debate on immi-
gration has, during 2006, become intense and polarized. The different aspects on the im-
migration debate are outside the cope of this report, but there are basically two opposing 
camps: One wants to encourage the illegal immigrants to return to their home countries by 
enforcing existing laws that state that it is a crime to employ illegal immigrants. The other 
camp wants to offer the illegal immigrant in the USA a road to citizenship. President Bush 
is in the latter camp, but the Republican Party is divided. President Bush wants an “immi-
gration policy that “serves America’s economy by matching a willing worker with a will-
ing employer when no American is willing to fill the job.”67 Many sectors of U.S. industry 
would have difficulty finding workers if illegal immigration ceased. The debate about ille-
gal immigration is as much about ethics as it is about economic prosperity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
65 www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020223.html (accessed August 11, 2005) 
66 It is possible for illegal immigrants in the U.S. both to pay taxes and own real estate.  
67 www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2005/ (accessed August 11, 2005). 
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3.1.9 Bush Growth Proposal 
The cornerstone in President Bush’s growth policy is the tax cuts; by reducing the taxes, 
there will be a stronger incentive to save and invest. Among the President’s backers for 
this policy is the majority of corporate America, including the majority of small-business 
owners, who have benefited from the tax cuts. The increased competition from globaliza-
tion has evoked protectionism in the USA. However, President Bush has in the last years 
been persistent regarding free trade. In the past year (2006), R&D has gotten increased 
attention. Several of the initiatives included in the President’s R&D package have not yet 
been passed by Congress. A prominent player in the President’s growth policy is educa-
tion. Besides the improvements to primary and secondary education, the President also 
stresses the importance of improving workforce training in collaboration with industry.  

3.2 The Democrats’ Growth Policy 
The party system in the USA is not like the Swedish and most European ones, where MPs 
from one party usually vote the same. In the USA, elected representatives have more loy-
alty to their constituencies than to their party. The political parties do not, unlike their 
European equivalents, have a political program, and they are not usually generators of new 
ideas and policy initiatives. This role is often played by think tanks. Therefore, the best 
sources for an overview of the Democratic Party’s ideas about economic growth are think 
tanks with connections to the Democratic Party, speeches of individual Democratic politi-
cians, and what was said during the presidential campaign of 2004.  

Few, if any, Democratic politicians sympathize fully with Bush’s tax cuts. Many Democ-
rats support the reductions of taxes but want to limit them to middle-class tax cuts.68 They 
also want “to provide over $32 billion in tax relief for small business.”69 In general, the 
Democrats favour more targeted tax relief than the Republicans.  

The Democrats’ view of small businesses is similar to the Republican; both view small 
businesses’ role as crucial. John Kerry stated during his presidential campaign, “Small 
businesses are the engine of the American economy.”70 President Bush used to declare that 
small business is the backbone of the American economy. However, the Democrats’ views 
on free trade and globalization differ. They are by tradition more protectionist than the 
Republican Party. Some Democratic politicians foster the idea of giving tax incentives to 
U.S. companies that do not outsource production. Former Democratic Senate leader Tom 
Daschle acknowledged the threat to U.S. leadership in science and technology: “For all our 
past successes, there are disturbing signs that America’s dominant position in the scientific 
world is being shaken” (Davidson, 2004). Daschle also argues that President Bush is 
weakening the nation’s science base by failing to provide enough money for cutting-edge 
research. However, the Democrats’ main critique against the incumbent President’s growth 
policy is around tax reductions and insufficient R&D funding. 

 

                                                 
68Several Democratic governors have in the past year lowered state income taxes, even for high-
income individuals (for instance, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Rhode Island). 
69www.democrats.house.gov/bigpicture/jobs_and_economy/issue.cfm?level2id=24 (accessed August 
23, 2005) 
70 www.johnkerry.com/issues/smallbiz (accessed October 3, 2004) 
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3.3 The Growth Policy of Others 
The amount of books, newspaper articles, research papers, and reports about economic 
growth in the U.S. is enormous. To give a complete overview of the debate is, of course, 
impossible. However, after reading through a lot of what has been written about promoting 
economic growth in the USA, two broad themes emerge: (1) Make the USA more innova-
tive; and (2) Improve the business climate. These two categories are discussed below.  

The scope of this paper only allows room for some examples of the federal growth debate 
in the U.S. The researchers, news outlets, and think tanks presented here have been se-
lected based on their influence and their amount of writing about economic growth. Also, 
they also represent different tracks in the debate. In order to give an up-to-date view on the 
growth debate, the cited articles and reports are from 2004 to 2006.  

3.3.1 Making the U.S. More Innovative 
The U.S. has, for a long time, seen itself as the world’s powerhouse of innovation and sci-
ence, which is evident in everything from number of Nobel laureates to university rank-
ings. Nevertheless, many argue that the U.S. is about to lose its leadership in science and 
technology. This is often exemplified by the percentage of scientific papers written by 
Americans, which has fallen since its peak in the 1980s; and also by the fact that both 
China and India are graduating more engineers than the USA. 

A common theme in this line of reasoning is globalization. Globalization has hit the U.S. 
harder than it has Europe. Due to its size and relative geographical isolation, the U.S. has 
had a feeling of invulnerability. Due to improved communications, reduced barriers to 
trade, and the rise of the Chinese and Indian economies, the effects of globalization have 
hit the U.S. hard. The threats from China and India are a subject of much discussion 
(Europe and Japan are seldom mentioned in this context). “The United States has started to 
lose its worldwide dominance in critical areas of science and innovation,” according to The 
New York Times (3rd of August, 2005). Below are three examples of the “Make the USA 
more innovative school” discussed. 

Better Education and More Science Education 
Business Week (BW) is a weekly general business magazine that is focused on business 
trends and headline news, and it is one of the most read and respected business magazine 
in the USA. It focuses on business and economics, but covers politics as well. BW writes a 
lot about economic growth, and BW’s chief economist, Michael Mandel, is a frequent and 
avid writer on economic growth. BW was one of the first national news outlets to draw 
attention to the phenomenon of job outsourcing to India (BW, Feb 3rd, 2003). The in-
creased competition from primarily India and China is a recurring theme in BW. They see 
“Americas dominance challenged” (BW, Aug 22nd, 2005).  

Like many others, BW is concerned about the state of American science. They point out 
that both China and India graduate more engineers than the U.S., and the R&D capacity of 
those countries is growing fast. In order for the U.S. to thrive in a world in which China 
and India are going to account for half of the world’s economy, the U.S. “must renew its 
commitment to innovation” (BW, August 22, 2005) and urge Washington to craft fresh 
strategies to meet this challenges.  
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BW suggests that U.S. schools introduce more “rigorous standards for instruction in such 
key subjects as science and math, where Asian students consistently outperform” (BW, 
Aug 22nd, 2005). But this would take years to pay off. So, the U.S. government, BW sug-
gests, should also “rethink visa changes that, since the September 11 attacks, have made it 
more difficult for foreign students majoring in technology fields to attend college or gradu-
ate schools in the U.S.” (BW, Aug 22nd, 2005). BW’s chief economist writes that the USA 
needs more funding for R&D and graduate education in science and engineering (Mandel, 
2004).  

Beside the needed improvements in science education and funding for R&D, BW also 
stresses the importance of learning foreign languages: “Americans must become more 
proficient in local languages” (BW, Aug 22nd, 2005). The rise of East Asian economies 
and the growth in trade with those countries makes knowledge of foreign languages im-
portant and since only 9 percent of Americans speak a foreign language this is an impor-
tant area for improvement.  

BW is fully devoted to free trade and recommends that the perceived threat from the rising 
economies in China and India must not be met by protectionism; instead, U.S. companies 
must engage in trade with those countries and continue to invest, otherwise “America risks 
[becoming] the next Old Europe” (BW, Aug 22nd, 2005)! 

One of the best-selling nonfictions books of 2005 is an overview of globalization by the 
renowned journalist Thomas Friedman. He does not write explicitly about economic 
growth, but he writes about the effect globalization and the rise of the Chinese and Indian 
economies have had and are going to have on the USA. He does not provide policy conclu-
sions, but the message in the book is similar to that of BW, that the USA needs to improve 
science education in schools and provide more funding to research and development 
(Friedman, 2005). 

The Importance of the Creative Class for Economic Development 
As discussed in chapter 2, an influential thinker when it comes to competitiveness and 
economic growth is Professor Richard Florida. His focus is on individuals and their crea-
tive potential. In his best-selling books, he claims that economic growth is driven by crea-
tive people, by which he means scientists, engineers, managers, professionals and other 
knowledge workers who have had a huge impact on economic growth policies (economic 
development) in cities and regions in the USA. The more creative individuals there are, the 
more economic growth there will be. He states that “The key factor of the global economy 
is no longer goods, services, or flows of capital but the competition for people” (Florida, 
2004:16). Hence, it is not enough to offer a favourable business climate; there must be 
cultural and recreational amenities as well. 

Florida attributes the economic success of the USA to its openness to new ideas and calls 
the U.S. the winner in the global competition for talents. In fact, he states that the inflow of 
talented individuals to the U.S. has harnessed the innovative capacity of the Americans 
themselves. He sees “the closing of America” as one of the biggest threats to continuing 
economic growth in the USA; the U.S. education system is also declining as fewer foreign 
students choose to come to the U.S. to study and do research. The latter is partly explained 
by the high economic growth within China and India (which have traditionally been the 
main” “exporters” of talent to the U.S.), but also by stricter visa policy in the USA and, 
according to Florida, a changed attitude towards foreigners. 
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Florida accuses the USA of becoming less open and tolerant. He points out that other 
Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian countries are attracting more foreign students and becom-
ing more open, and he sees those countries as competitors to the USA. He states that 
“America must continue to attract the world’s sharpest and most creative minds” (Florida, 
2004:4). But it is, according to Florida, not enough to tap foreign talent: “The USA must 
also tap into the indigenous talent it already has” (Florida, 2004:17). He states that “Ex-
panding education in [the USA] is not only a matter of basic human rights; it is an eco-
nomic imperative” (Florida, 2004:254).  

Florida wants to increase the investments not only in R&D but also in other types of crea-
tive capital like arts and culture, which encourage innovation and creativity and, according 
to Florida, can be growth sectors themselves (Florida, 2004:250-251). He differs from 
many others in the debate, dismissing China and India as economic leaders of the future; 
he says they rank too low on the creativity index and claims they do not have a tolerant 
society that will attract the best and brightest.  

In order to make the investments in education and research pay off, the USA must, ac-
cording to Florida, “Reduce barriers for entrepreneurship and encourage even more new 
company formation” (Florida, 2004:250).  

The Big Newspaper 
The New York Times (TNYT) is often said to be the best newspaper in the world.” Al-
though TNYT is not the most read newspaper in the USA, it is considered to be the most 
influential. TNYT has a liberal slant and usually backs the Democrats politically. TNYT is 
home to columns from world-renowned economists like Paul Krugman and the abovemen-
tioned writer/journalist Thomas Friedman. However, business and economics are not the 
strength of the TNYT (see for instance Raines, 2004).71 Discussion of economic growth is 
not common on its editorial pages, other than in connection to R&D and science.72 They 
state that “the pool of trained scientists and engineers in this country will shrink, and the 
shortfalls may harm economic growth and the technical underpinnings of national secu-
rity” (TNYT, 2004). And the solution to this is “The administration should ease the secu-
rity-driven visa restrictions that keep away foreign students and scientists. Most important, 
the decline in the number of Americans training to become scientists and engineers sug-
gests the need to reinvigorate science education in the public schools” (TNYT, 2004). To 
the extent TNYT discusses taxes, they are critical to the tax policy of President Bush.  

Council of Competitiveness – A Broad Agenda for Growth 
An organization that in many ways bridges the two themes, making the USA more innova-
tive and improving the business climate, is the Council of Competitiveness (Co Comp). Co 
Comp is an organization consisting of leaders from corporate America, university presi-
dents, and labor leaders.  

 

                                                 
71 The New York Times is the newspaper in USA and probably the world that best covers 
international politics, but the Washington Post is considered by many to have the best coverage of 
U.S. politics. The Wall Street Journal is the newspaper for corporate America, with a focus on 
financial markets and economic issues.  
72 This refers to the period October 2004-July 2006. 
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Co Comp is aiming to “set an action agenda to drive U.S. economic competitiveness and 
leadership in world markets in order to raise the standards of living for all Americans” 
(2006: 96). It is headquartered in Washington, D.C. Co Comp produces analysis and policy 
recommendations on how the U.S. economy can be more innovative and competitive. 

In the report Innovate America (2005), Co Comp outlines an innovation agenda. The 
agenda in centered around three pillars: talent, investment, and infrastructure. The talent 
pillar focuses on nurturing scientific and technical knowledge and stimulating creativity to 
“catalyze the next generation of American innovators” (2005: 11). Co Comp includes both 
increased public investment in R&D and promotion of long-term risk-taking in the indus-
try. The third pillar is infrastructure – not in the traditional sense (transportation), but 
rather an innovation infrastructure. They stress the importance of a national innovation 
strategy and a better understanding of how to manage innovation and, further, introduce 
more innovation in manufacturing and health care. Co Comp has a broad agenda for im-
proving America’s competitiveness, straddling both the make-USA-more-innovative camp 
and the improve-the business-climate camp.  

3.3.2 Improving the Business Climate in the USA 
The business climate in the U.S. is subject to a lot of debate. On one hand, U.S. businesses 
are maybe the most competitive in the world, and few countries have so many entrepre-
neurs and fast-growing companies as the U.S. Further, taxes are among the lowest in the 
industrialized world. But on the other hand, the USA has an extremely complicated tax 
system, and since the fifty states have a large degree of independence – a patchwork with 
fifty different systems of rules and regulation above the federal rules – the administrative 
burden is high. While one theme of the growth debate focuses on U.S. innovative capacity 
by increasing the R&D capacity, another theme in the growth debate is focused on how to 
grow the U.S. companies faster by reducing costs and regulations. The proponents of im-
proved business climate do of course recognize the importance of R&D and education, but 
it is rather a matter of priorities and focus.  

Corporate America’s Agendas for Growth 
The largest organization for American business is the Chamber of Commerce (CoC). Its 
members include both small and large companies of all sectors and could be said to repre-
sent the mainstream of American business. In three reports, CoC suggests how to improve 
the competitiveness of the U.S. economy (CoC, 2004; CoC, 2005; and CoC, 2006); below 
is a synthesis of these three reports. CoC points out the danger with a prevailing attitude 
among U.S. policymakers, the public and media that “takes economic growth for granted.” 
Therefore, they urge all candidates for Congress to embrace “policies that unleash the job-
creating potential for U.S. businesses by adopting an agenda that supports workers, en-
courages workplace flexibility, respects open competition, advances education and train-
ing, and endorses regulatory fairness” (CoC, 2004:1). In these reports, the U.S. Chamber 
“calls on the national political parties to promote policies and individuals who will cham-
pion pro-growth laws and regulations” (CoC, 2004). They have eight rather detailed sug-
gestions on how to make the U.S. economy more competitive. They are below presented in 
the order they are presented by the CoC (2006). 
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• Workforce 

In order for U.S. companies to thrive, they need access to a skilled and diverse workforce. 
CoC stresses “the need for additional taxpayers” and therefore wants to expand the work-
force by provide better opportunities for the disabled to participate in the workforce, pro-
vide seniors with more options for remaining in the workforce, and increase legal immi-
gration (2006: 14). Lawmakers must also establish a pathway for illegal aliens to become 
legal residents.  

• The Workplace 

The rules regarding workplaces is “a patchwork of laws and different enforcement struc-
tures” often developed in an ad hoc manner (CoC, 2004:3). CoC calls for a reform of these 
confusing regulations. 

• Education and Training 

CoC is concerned that “fewer and fewer Americans are entering the scientific and technical 
field” (2004: 3). CoC supports legislation that builds on local and regional initiatives to 
improve education. Further, CoC wants more funding for job training and more involve-
ment of local business. CoC has, together with several other business organizations, started 
an initiative with the goal of doubling the number of graduates in science and technology 
by 2015.73  

• Regulations 

CoC wants an overview of existing regulations and a cost-benefit analysis of new regula-
tions. CoC also calls for improved methods of measuring the effects of regulations. In the 
field of intellectual property rights there needs to be stricter legislation and it need to be 
enforced, especially globally. 

• Technology 

CoC states that “the nation’s position as a leader in technology and innovation depends 
upon the establishment of a clearly defined version, coupled with a commitment by both 
the public and private sectors, to invest in future infrastructure and applications of broad-
band technologies” (CoC, 2004:5). They want to ensure the USA’s leadership in technol-
ogy and innovation by adding tax incentives and preventing regulation that could hinder 
the growth and development of technology.  

• Energy 

The consumption of energy in the U.S. has increased much faster than production. CoC 
wants to increase the production of energy in the USA to reduce dependence on foreign 
sources. Energy is, according to the CoC, “the lifeblood of the economy” (CoC, 2004:5). 
CoC also supports trading of emission credits as a method to provide “flexibility in meet-
ing environmental laws” (CoC, 2005:16). 

• Tax reform 

CoC “strongly supports” the tax reform (see above) the Bush administration has passed 
(2006: 27). They also support reforms that will simplify the tax code. CoC wants a tax 
system that encourages savings and investments, “which are drivers of future [economic] 

                                                 
73 www.businessroundtable.org (accessed August 13, 2006) 
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growth” (CoC, 2005:3). To improve the competitiveness of U.S. businesses, certain tax 
credits, such as the Research and Development tax credit, should be made permanent.  

• Corporate Governance governance and the tort system 

Nearly 90 percent of American businesses are faced with some type of litigation (2006: 8). 
The increasing costs of litigation are adding extra costs to American business. CoC wants 
the Senate to pass legislation that reduces the risk of frivolous lawsuits. Further, CoC 
wants public-controlled pension funds to operate by the same standards as public compa-
nies.74

Conservative Think Tanks 
Think tanks are influential in the USA partly because they are one of the main sources of 
new political ideas, but also because many in the presidential and congressional staff have 
backgrounds in the think tanks and vice versa. President Bush’s tax cuts are partly the 
brainchild of conservative think tanks. The current growth policy is widely popular among 
the conservatives, but there is criticism against the high budget deficit. 

Heritage Foundation writes: “How does the U.S. maintain superior growth in the face of 
this spending binge?” (Kane, 2004) and answers thus: “Lower spending is the only solu-
tion to the deficit problem that doesn’t sacrifice strong economic growth” (Kane, 2004). 

The Cato Institute accuses the Republican leadership for not supporting a culture of 
spending restraints. Cato Institute urges Republican leaders to curb the culture of spending, 
with the thinking that conservatives ought to favour not only tax cuts but also spending 
cuts (Edwards, 2005). The influential conservative think tanks are all proponents of free 
trade. The President has, so far in his second term in office, promoted a free trade policy, 
and it appears he will continue to do so.  

U.S. High-tech Industry 
Everybody agrees that in order to grow, the U.S. economy needs successful and innovative 
companies. American Entrepreneurs for Economic Growth (AEEG) is an organization that 
represents these types of companies. It is the nation’s largest organization for emerging 
growth companies and works in close collaboration with the National Venture Capital 
Association. AEEG is not the most influential organization in Washington, but they do 
represent the opinions held by high-technology companies and those who favor a technol-
ogy-based economic growth. Another representative for the U.S. high-tech industry is 
AeA.75 AeA is an organization that represents all segments of the technology industry by 
lobbying governments at the state, federal, and international levels. AeA and AEEG to-
gether represent the view of the technology industry on economic growth policy.  

One of the main issues for AEEG has been the expense of stock options. Awarding stock 
options to employees has been common among small start-ups that cannot offer high sala-
ries. The USA had allowed companies to book stock options awarded to employees as 
investments.  

 

                                                 
74 Some public controlled pension funds are applying more strict governance rules than they are 
required to by law.  
75 AeA was formerly known as American electronic Association. 
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In the aftermath of corporate scandals where stock options were involved, these rules 
changed, and stock options now have to be booked as expenses. Several competing nations 
allow companies to expense options, and this “puts American companies at a disadvantage 
when competing with foreign companies that can offer this incentive package” (AeA, 
2004: 27). 

In the aftermath of the corporate scandals in 2001–2002, stricter regulations on financial 
reporting and auditing were introduced, with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Small companies 
experience rising cost in complying with these new rules. Both the AEEG and AeA want 
an overview of how these rules affect small and venture-backed companies, to find a “bal-
ance between accountability and bureaucracy” (AeA, 2005: 27). 

There is among the high-technology industry firm support for free trade and elimination of 
trade barriers. However, there is a concern that intellectual property rights are not well-
protected, and they would like to see stronger enforcement of intellectual property protec-
tion worldwide.  

The high-tech industry in the U.S. has benefited from the high skilled immigration to the 
U.S. and wants to expand the possibilities for foreigners to get H-1B visas, i.e., working 
visas. AeA suggests that all foreign students receiving a master’s degree or doctorate 
should automatically get a green card, or residence permit.  

The technology industry in the U.S. is, of course, in favour of increased federal funding for 
research and development in science. They are also in favour of the President’s proposal to 
make the R&D tax credit permanent. AeA also wants to improve the science and math 
training in U.S. schools and “alter the attitudes of young people towards careers in high-
tech” (AeA, 2005:25). AeA sees a parallel to the situation in the 1950s, when the launch of 
the Sputnik was in the U.S. followed by a national program to improve math and science. 
The situation is similar now, and the U.S. needs a new national summit around these is-
sues.  

3.4 Federal Growth Policy in the USA – Some Comments  
The growth debate in the U.S. is focused around two themes: making the USA more inno-
vative, and improving the business climate. These two themes are, of course, not mutually 
exclusive; but it is evident that the participants in the growth debate tend to emphasize one 
of the categories over the other. It is possible to find a political difference: The Republican 
Party tends to favor the business climate school, while the Democrats tend to be in the 
innovation camp. This difference should not be overemphasized. Moreover, the party sys-
tem in the USA is not as “rigid” as the Swedish one. Members of Congress often vote 
against the party line. The senators’ loyalty is to their constituency more than to their party 
affiliations. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to discern a party line in an issue.  

An aspect of the tax reduction that seldom is discussed is from where the money is taken 
and for what it is used. Lynch (2004) argues that the debate on the U.S. business climate 
misses the discussion of what services/investments have to be reduced in order to finance 
the tax cuts. Tax cuts could be an efficient way to increase efficiency in the government, 
thus a discussion on tax cuts (and tax increases) has to include this aspect.  
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Another aspect of the growth debate that is worth mentioning is the focus on small busi-
nesses. The business climate debate is focusing on improving the climate for small busi-
nesses. The notion that big companies do not create any new jobs is widely accepted. Some 
even want to impose an extra tax on companies that use resources offshore, which mainly 
would apply to big companies. 

As interesting as it is to discuss the growth debate itself, it can be just as enlightening to 
see what is not discussed. Although the USA is one of the largest recipients in the world of 
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), it is seldom mentioned in the growth debate.76 In fact, 
the President hardly mentions FDI. Nor is any leading Democrat politician discussing FDI 
in connection with economic growth. In Sweden there is a debate and almost a political 
consensus for increasing the labor force participation; such a debate does not exist in the 
USA. Part of the explanation might be that the USA has a more favorable age structure 
than Sweden.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
76 www.bea.doc.gov/bea/di/di1fdibal.htm (accessed August 25, 2005) 
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4 Growth Policy in Iowa 
Iowa is a landlocked state in the Midwest, squeezed in between Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota; and it’s bordered on its east and west sides 
by the Mississippi and Missouri rivers.  Iowa has a population of 2.9 million and is by size 
the 26th largest state in the USA. Des Moines (population 200,000) is its biggest city and 
the state capitol. Des Moines is also the commercial and industrial capitol of Iowa. Unlike 
many other states, Iowa is ethnically homogenous: 95 percent are white, and 94 percent 
have English as their first language 

4.1 Economic Profile of Iowa 
Iowa is known as an agricultural state. However, oonly a small percentage (6 percent) of 
the Iowa population derive their personal income directly from agriculture; even that is 
almost twice the national average.77 But indirectly, agriculture-generated dollars are very 
important for the state economy. Iowa is the leading producer and exporter of many 
agricultural products. However, the main export commodities from Iowa are machinery, 
vehicles, and meat (in that order). In most advanced economies services are the most im-
portant sector; so too in Iowa. Another characteristic of the Iowan economy is the high 
concentration of insurance companies. Des Moines has the second highest concentration of 
insurance companies in the USA.78  

Iowa has an unemployment rate that in the last years has been below the national average. 
The per capita income in Iowa is slightly less than the national average, but since the liv-
ing expenses are lower (especially real estate), the adjusted income per capita is about the 
same as the national average.79 Iowa also has a tax burden for individuals that are below 
the national average (Moody and Hodge, 2004).80 In 2004 Iowa had the highest economic 
growth of all states (8.1 percent) (Des Moines Register, June 24, 2005). The dependence 
on agriculture in Iowa makes the growth to some degree correlated with the size of the 
harvest, and 2004 produced a good harvest.81

By number of students the two biggest and the main research universities in Iowa are Uni-
versity of Iowa (UofI) in Iowa City and Iowa State University (ISU) in Ames. A third, 
smaller, public university is the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls. These three 
universities are called the Regent Institutions. The biggest private university is Drake Uni-
versity, and it is located in Des Moines. Both UofI and ISU are ranked among the top 100 
universities in the nation.82 Their strengths are in agricultural-related sciences and in medi-
cine. 

Among the states, Iowa ranks sixth place in academic R&D dollars per capita but come out 
lower if all types of research are included. Moreover, Iowa ranks high in its number of 
science and engineering doctorates: awarded to 1 million residents. However, Iowa per-
forms average when it comes to patents per capita and employment in high-technology 
sectors.  

                                                 
77 Calculations from http://stats.bls.gov/eag/eag.ia.htm (accessed July 25, 2005) 
78www.iadg.com/UserDocs/Information_and_Services_Industries.pdf (accessed February 26, 2005) 
79 http://gatton.uky.edu/CBER/Downloads/btab2fram.htm and ICIG (accessed July 17, 2005)  
80 www.taxfoundation.org/sr129.pdf (accessed April 12, 2005) 
81 For a critical comment on these numbers, see the Des Moines Register (July 17, 2005). 
82 There are several university rankings in the USA. One of the most cited and respected is the one 
done by the news magazine U.S. News and World Report. 
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Iowa has an emerging high-tech sector, in large part driven by the two main research uni-
versities: UofI and ISU. The growth of the biotech sector is above the national average in 
terms of number employed and rate of salary increase. Iowa’s strength in biotechnology 
lies primarily within agricultural-related areas of bioscience. However, Iowa has a lack of 
venture capital. Iowa ranks 45th among the states in venture capital investments and 47th 
in venture capital investments per capita (ICIG, 2004). Iowa ranks low on entrepreneurial 
activity (35th), although they rank high on entrepreneurial climate (17th) (Goetz and 
Freshwater, 2001).83  

Several government bodies and organizations are engaged in the economic development 
and growth policy in Iowa. However, the Iowa Department of Economic Development 
(IDED) is the agency on the state level that is responsible for exercising the economic de-
velopment policies in Iowa. IDED also conducts studies on the Iowan economy and coor-
dinates and initiates the marketing of Iowa. IDED is organizationally placed directly under 
the state governor, and has a staff of 11 and a budget of $20 million. Its mission is to: “im-
prove the economic well-being of the State of Iowa by working with businesses and com-
munities to strengthen their foundations for growth in the New Economy”84. 

4.2 How Iowa Is Planning to Grow Its Economy 
Iowa has a strategic plan for state economic growth (IDED, 2004). This document is not 
widely spread, but it constitutes a base for the growth policy in Iowa and serves as a 
guideline for IDED. There is also a document, Iowa 2010 (2000), that outlines a vision for 
development of Iowa and how to create economic growth. This document is the result of a 
joint effort by several taskforces consisting of citizens, businesses, and organizations 
around Iowa together with the governor’s Strategic Planning Council. The strategic growth 
plan and the Iowa 2010 provide a fairly unanimous picture of how growth should be cre-
ated in Iowa. The growth plan set up four goals. These goals are not ranked and are below 
presented in the order they appear in the growth plan.  

4.2.1 Iowa Will Grow in Diversity of Population and Workforce 
Iowa is one of the states with negative net migration i.e. the state has more people leaving 
than coming. However, the state population has increased, due to a high birth rate. In order 
to facilitate economic growth, this trend must be reversed. The Growth Plan does not state 
how this should be done, but the Iowa 2010 suggests that “the state must open its doors to 
those from other countries who seek the opportunities offered here” (Better Iowa, 2000:9) 
and they are aiming to request that Immigration and Naturalization Service85 speed up the 
process for immigrants wanting to relocate to Iowa. Iowa will also try to “encourage 
former Iowans to return, particularly college graduates” (Better Iowa, 2000: 11).  

A public-private partnership, which is primarily a marketing vehicle, was established to 
recruit skilled people to Iowa.86 The growth plan also stresses the importance of increasing 
tourism to Iowa by upping marketing efforts and creating new tourist-oriented attractions. 
This should partly be financed through private donations, for which there are specially 
designed tax credits.  
                                                 
83 This ranking is a couple of years old, and a lot may have changed since then, but no nationwide 
comprehensive ranking have taken place since then. 
84 www.iowalifechanging.com/mission.html (accessed July 25, 2005) 
85 Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) are the equivalent of the Swedish Migration Board 
(Migrationsverket).  
86 www.smartcareermove.com 
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4.2.2 The IDED Will Create New Sources of Wealth 
The growth plan states that the economic development work in Iowa must improve tech-
nology commercialization and support entrepreneurship.  The measure to do this recom-
mends that the number of successful start-ups should be increased and the Iowa main uni-
versities’ patents should generate more start-ups. Further, the economic development ac-
tivities in Iowa should increase the amount of loan and credit guarantees to qualified busi-
nesses not eligible for conventional loans. Another target for creating new sources of 
wealth is to expand into global markets. In order to make this happen, the participation of 
Iowa companies in international trade shows should increase year by year.  

The tax-financed investment fund The Iowa Values Fund (IVF) (see below) should show a 
positive Return on Investments (ROI). The measure for a positive ROI is that the average 
earnings per job created should exceed the average earning in the upper Midwest. Further, 
the permitting process for business should be more efficient and timely, and the state per-
formance (measured through annual studies by external agents) should show an improve-
ment every year. This should enable businesses to make investment decisions faster and 
devote more time to running their business and less time to arranging permits.  

4.2.3 IDED Will Strategically Invest its Development Resources and Pro-
grams 

This goal is concerned about improving the quality of jobs in Iowa in terms of payment. 
By June 2008, 50,000 high-paying jobs should be created in Iowa, increasing the number 
of jobs in advanced manufacturing that pay at least $35,000 a year.87  

To fulfill the bioscience plan (see below); Iowa has set up a goal to create 100 new biosci-
ence companies during the period 2004-2009. The IVF should have a 10 percent annual 
increase in application from companies generated from the Regent institutions, i.e. univer-
sity spin-offs.  

4.2.4 The IDED Will Promote and Empower Regional Economic Develop-
ment Success 

In order to spread the economic growth to rural areas, several of the measures are aiming 
to spread the use of the funds available from IDED to non-metropolitan areas in Iowa; 
also, they will promote the development of high-speed Internet in rural areas and devote 
financial resources to business development resources in rural Iowa.  

These four goals are divided into sub goals for different government bodies. In addition to 
the growth plan there are three fundamental projects that are essential to create economic 
growth in Iowa: Iowa Bioscience Pathway, Iowa Values Fund, and Iowa Fund of Funds, 
each described below. The Iowa Values Fund is in financial terms a huge investment for 
Iowa, and its future and direction have been lively debated in Iowa.  

The Iowa Bioscience pathway is, according to state Governor Tom Vilsack, “a blueprint 
for Iowa’s future.”88 About Iowa Fund of Funds, Governor Vilsack said, “[It’s] another 
critical step in transforming our state’s economy. I am particularly pleased that the first 
investment is in the life sciences.”89

                                                 
87 In the USA salaries and wages are usually expressed on a yearly basis. 
88 www.governor.state.ia.us/news/2004/august/august0304_3.html (accessed June 5, 2005). 
89 www.sitiworks.com/index.asp?NewsId=236 (viewed July 24, 2005). 
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4.2.5 Iowa’s Bioscience Pathway 
As mentioned in section 4.1, Iowa is relatively strong in science and especially agricul-
tural-related sciences. One of their main focus areas for economic development in terms of 
science is bioscience. Like many other states, Iowa has a plan to develop a biotechnology 
industry. According to Governor Vilsack, “The biosciences industry is the keystone to 
building Iowa’s future.”90 Iowa’s Bioscience Pathway for Development (2004) presents a 
strategy for driving bioscience growth in Iowa. The strategy identifies six areas (or plat-
forms) of bioscience that could generate successful companies. Four of these areas are 
directly linked to research connected to the agricultural sector. The strategy points out four 
key gaps that need to be filled: 

• Improve the research capacity within the six areas of bioscience. 

• Encourage and facilitate the commercialization of the bioscience research. 

• Foster a business environment that supports, sustains, and encourages the growth and 
sustainability of bioscience firms in Iowa. 

• Develop a workforce or talent pool that can provide the bioscience firms with adequate 
employees.  

Technology-led economic development must have an awareness and knowledge of these 
issues on a high policymaking level. The strategy therefore proposes an establishment of a 
senior bioscience advocate within the state government. IDED is responsible for imple-
menting and coordinating the bioscience strategy. One of the purposes of creating and 
expanding the bioscience sector is to find new outlets for agricultural products.  

4.2.6 Iowa Values Fund 
Iowa Values Fund (IVF) was established in 2003 by the Governor and has funds in the 
arena of $503 million.91 The IVF is comprised of five main components: Business 
Development and Assistance, University Research and Development, Workforce Training, 
Quality of Life, and School Infrastructure. This fund aims to grow Iowa’s economy and to 
create high-paying jobs in Iowa. The largest part of the fund has so far gone toward pro-
viding financing to companies that wanted to expand in Iowa, modernize their production 
facilities and business start-ups. The majority of these companies were either in life sci-
ence or in advanced manufacturing.  

IVF also finances university R&D in Iowa, primarily related to life science, agriculture, 
and advanced manufacturing. Moreover, the fund finances workforce training and cultural 
programs that should boost the attractiveness of Iowa. The IVF has been criticized for 
paying out too much to larger corporations that threaten to take their investment dollars 
somewhere else if they do not get a payout for doing the investments. 

 These handouts have been criticized for being subsidies that have dubious effects on the 
Iowan economy (Swenson, 2005). Another critique is that the money spent on IVF could 
be better used in improving business climate; for instance, lowering the taxes for business. 
According to IDED, the IVF during its first two years has created 15,000 jobs at an aver-
age annual wage of $37,500. The IVF has a lot of support, and the criticism against it is 
mainly on how it is functioning, not the fund itself. No evaluation of the IVF has yet been 
published. 

                                                 
90 www.governor.state.ia.us/news/2004/august/august0304_3.html (accessed July 24, 2005). 
91 The fund expired after two years, but a new similar, larger but bigger fund is in the works. 
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4.2.7 Iowa Fund of Funds92 
In order to increase the amount of venture capital in Iowa, the Iowa Fund of Funds (IFoF) 
was authorized in 2002. It is a $100 million venture capital development program that in-
vests in companies that agree to establish a physical presence in Iowa and invest in compa-
nies active in Iowa. The purpose of the fund is to provide capital for “emerging, expand-
ing, and restructuring enterprises in Iowa” with an emphasis on life science, advanced 
manufacturing, information technology, and value-added agriculture. The first investment 
took place in 2005. Individuals can invest in IFoF and under certain conditions receive tax 
credits for such an investment.  

4.2.8 Economic Development Programs in Iowa 
Besides the growth plan, Iowa has several incentive programs that are aiming to improve 
the business climate and facilitate economic growth in Iowa. Iowa Department of Eco-
nomic Development (IDED) presents five “competitive advantages” for Iowa. These ad-
vantages are marketed as a reason to start a company in Iowa or for companies to relocate 
and expand in Iowa: Business Climate, Workforce, Quality of Life, Location, and Tax 
Advantages.93  

4.2.9 Business Climate and Tax Advantages 
Iowa has, according to one study, the sixth-lowest business costs in the nation (Econ-
omy.com Inc., 2003). Moreover, workers in Iowa are above national average in productiv-
ity, and costs for hiring workers are below average (ICIG, 2004).  Further, IDED stresses 
the high quality of Iowa’s primary education and the high ranking the public universities in 
Iowa receive (see below). 

Besides the business climate in general, Iowa is offering companies tax advantages. The 
tax system in the USA differs in many aspects from the Swedish and European systems 
(Zackrisson, 2004). The states offer a whole range of tax incentives, and so does Iowa. The 
most significant and/or the most innovative tax advantages can be summarized in the fol-
lowing points.94

• A company that increases its R&D gets a tax credit on the corporate income tax 
equivalent to 6.5 percent of the expenditure for the R&D. Designated areas (i.e. Enter-
prise Zones) can give additional tax credits. 

• Everything that is purchased is subject to a sales tax.95 However, the purchase of 
equipment to be used in manufacturing or to process data in financial and insurance 
industries is exempted from sales tax in Iowa. Also, the purchase of electricity and gas 
to be used in manufacturing processes are exempted from Iowa sales tax. The sales tax 
in Iowa is 5 percent.96 

                                                 
92 www.legis.state.ia.us/IACODE/2003/15E/65.html and www.investiowa.com (accessed August 14, 
2006) 
93 www.iowalifechanging.com/business/advantages.html (accessed July 18, 2006) 
94This information is provided by Iowa Department of Economic Development: 
www.iowalifechanging.com/endowiowa/taxcredits.html (accessed August 14, 2006). 
95A sales tax is only levied on sales to end user in contrast to value-added tax (VAT) that is levied at 
each stage of the production. So, as products move through the various stages of production and 
distribution, a company pays taxes on only the value it adds. For a brief overview of sales tax 
versus value-added tax see Zackrisson, 2004. 
96 In addition to the state sales tax there might be local (county or city) sales tax.  
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• In order to increase the amount of venture capital, Iowa also offers a tax credit for in-
vesting in community-based seed capital funds in Iowa. These credits can be claimed 
both against state personal income tax and state corporate income tax.  

• There is also a tax credit offered to companies that create new jobs. In order to get 
these credits the companies must create jobs that have a wage above median.97 

• The New Jobs and Income Program offers companies that make capital investments of 
$12.1 million minimum and create a minimum of 50 new jobs with a median salary at 
least 130 percent of the average county wage, a tax credit on sales tax, property tax, 
and corporate income tax.   

• The New Jobs Tax Credit offers companies that increase their Iowa workforce by at 
least 10 percent a tax credit on the corporate income tax to up to $200 per new em-
ployee.  

• The corporate income tax in Iowa is based on sales in Iowa. It means that all out-of-
state as well as all export sales are not included in the state corporate income tax.  

• Individuals that invest in a qualifying Iowa business can receive a tax credit equal to 
20 percent of the taxpayer equity investment.  

• In order to get more growing small businesses, start-ups can defer tax payment the first 
three years of existence.   

All states (and counties and cities) in the USA offer some type of tax incentives for busi-
nesses and individuals. Though these tax incentives offered in Iowa are not unique, they 
are one of the main tools for economic development policy in Iowa.  

Workforce 
As stated in the beginning, Iowa has one of the best systems for primary education in the 
nation. It ranks at the top on most of the rankings for primary education (ICIG, 2003). As 
stated above, Iowa is also home to two good research universities and several other educa-
tional institutions.  The state also ranks high on worker productivity (16th) (ICIG, 2004).98

In order to maintain and increase productivity, Iowa’s Department of Economic Develop-
ment Workforce Development Initiative offers, with some restrictions, companies in Iowa 
free employee training.  

• Iowa New Jobs Training Program assists businesses that are creating new positions 
with new employee training. In order to receive this free training, the companies must 
pay state tax in Iowa, and the company must not have downsized in the past six 
months. Employees qualifying for training services must be in newly created positions. 

• Another program is the Iowa Jobs Training Program. It is similar to Iowa’s New Jobs 
Training Program, but it is available for any employee if it will enhance the perform-
ance of the company.  

                                                 
97www.iowalifechanging.com/business/downloads/taxincentiveprograms.pdf (accessed April 5, 
2005) 
98 Productivity is measured as value-added per dollar 
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These programs are possible due to the close collaboration between the community col-
leges (CC)99 and the industry. Iowa is home to 18 community colleges, and they are spread 
out over the state. The state level provides financing, but the type of training needed is a 
decision the company, the employee, and the CC make together. The independent and 
locally controlled CCs guarantee that they provide relevant training and education.  

Quality of Life100 
Part of the marketing of Iowa is the high quality of life: good schools, low crime rate, ab-
sence of traffic congestion (short commute), and clean air, the marketing is aiming to 
recruit out-of-state companies and skilled people to relocate to Iowa, as well as to increase 
tourism. Preserving the clean air and nature is a part of the policy for economic growth.  
Therefore, Iowa Department of Economic Development is engaged in environment protec-
tion and recreation development.  

Location  
IDID emphasize two aspects of location: room to expand and the state’s central location 
within the USA. Iowa’s location in the Midwest is stressed as being convenient for trans-
port to both the west coast and east coast. However, it is far from the big population cen-
tres in the U.S., and this location gives Iowa a cost advantage. About the only way to im-
prove a location is to build and/or upgrade the infrastructure. The responsibility for infra-
structure in the USA is shared between multiple levels of intertwined local, state, and fed-
eral agencies. Often, an infrastructure project is financed by several government bodies. It 
is therefore usually complicated and a long process to built new or improve existing infra-
structure. Iowa Department of Transportation is responsible for infrastructure issues in 
Iowa. They run several programs that provide funding for expenditures on city and county 
highways and other types of infrastructure, to help attract new companies or to support 
growth within existing companies. 

4.3 What Do the Others Think? 

4.3.1 Iowa Coalition for Innovation and Growth (ICIG) 
Iowa Coalition for Innovation and Growth (ICIG) is a coalition between the Iowa Business 
Council (IBC) 101 and the Iowa Chamber Alliance102. Iowa Chamber Alliance has, besides 
ICIG, their own agenda for growth (see below). It is an important vehicle for policy debate 
on economic growth in Iowa. The purpose of the Iowa Coalition for Innovation and 
Growth (ICIG) is to establish a collaborative structure for coordinating the development 
and implementation of economic development activities in Iowa.  

 

                                                 
99 Community Colleges are semi-public institutions for training and education. They provide 
vocational training and preparation for university studies.  
100 www.iowalifechanging.com/business/qualityoflife.html (accessed July 28, 2005) 
101 Iowa Business Council (IBC) is composed of CEOs from the 23 largest corporations in Iowa and 
the presidents from the three public universities.  IBC’s mission is to support Iowa’s economic 
vitality (www.iowabusinesscouncil.com). 
102 Iowa Chamber Alliance is the vehicle for collaboration between the Chambers of Commerce in 
Iowa. The Chambers of Commerce are influential organizations that canalize the views and opinion 
of the American industry. 
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This coalition will work “to competitively position Iowa as a world leader in the new 
economy by encouraging research, technology, business innovation, and growth.” ICIG are 
forming “hot teams” in order to address growth issues. The subject for the teams is chang-
ing, but in 2005 four “hot teams” were created: 

• Health Care 

Iowa, like the rest of the USA, is experiencing increasing health care costs. The aim of this 
team is to pursue Lean Enterprise as a methodology to reduce cost and increase quality in 
health care. The “hot team” also addresses issues such as reducing malpractice insurance 
and consumer education.  

• Entrepreneurial Formation  

ICIG work with entrepreneurship is canalized through Iowa Entrepreneurial Network 
(IEN). Its goal is “to create a critical mass of talent to accelerate the growth of Iowa busi-
ness and career opportunities.”103 IEN is providing information resources for entrepre-
neurs, and they are having network events for entrepreneurs and investors.  

• Business Development and Processes 

The purpose of this “hot team” is to “benchmark and recommend a best practice state eco-
nomic development program.” The “hot team” is also addressing the problem of Iowa’s 
low share of federal research and innovation grants and is sharing best practice for obtain-
ing these. 

• Advanced Manufacturing Research and Collaboration Cluster104 

Due to increased national and international competition, Iowa manufacturers need to be-
come more productive and innovative. Advanced Manufacturing Research and Collabora-
tion Cluster (AMRCC) is a partnership between IBC and Iowa’s end-product manufactur-
ers and their Iowa suppliers. The purpose of AMRCC is to promote the use of advanced 
technologies and engineering; conduct collaborative research; and provide user-to-user 
sharing of technologies and best practices in Iowa. AMRCC is offering network opportu-
nities and sharing best practices between manufacturing companies. 

ICIG also produces a yearly benchmark study in which Iowa is compared to the other 49 
states (ICIG, 2004). As ICIG primarily consists of Iowan corporations, they are focusing 
their agenda on issues that will improve the business climate in Iowa. They are also strong 
supporters of the Iowa Values Fund, and over the years they’ve been engaged in the issue 
of quality primary education 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
103  www.iowaentrepreneur.com (accessed July 26, 2005) 
104 www.amrcc.com (accessed July 26, 2005) 
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4.3.2 Iowa Association of Business and Industry105 
Iowa Association of Business and Industry (IABI) is the leading organization for busi-
nesses in Iowa. IABI has 1,500 members, and these companies represent more than 
300,000 employees, which is a quarter of the labor force in Iowa. IABI’s mission is to 
“enhance the competitiveness of Iowa business and industry by shaping a legislative and 
regulatory environment conducive to Iowa growth.”106

IABI offers an agenda for economic growth in Iowa. It encompasses: economic develop-
ment funding, tax relief, and regulatory reform. 

• Economic Development Funding 

IABI supports the Iowa Values Fund and is, in general, positive about the economic devel-
opment work that is taking place in Iowa.  

• Tax Relief 

A significant source of income for Iowa is the property tax. Iowa has a property tax higher 
than the national average. IABI recommends that this tax be lowered. They also want to 
lower personal income tax and capital gains tax. IABI points out that Iowa’s government 
size is not in proportion to its population. A leaner and more cost-efficient government 
would enable taxes to be lower.  

• Regulatory Reform 

IABI urges regulatory reforms in several areas: health care, the environment, safety and 
occupational health, and unemployment compensation. The purpose of these reforms is to 
drive down the cost of doing business and to reduce the administrative burden for compa-
nies. IABI’s members come from all types of industries, and therefore IABI puts a lot of 
focus on improving the general business climate. IABI closely follows new policy and new 
legislation in Iowa. 

4.3.3 Iowa Chamber Alliance107 
Iowa Chamber Alliance (ICA), like IABI, consists of companies in Iowa, but the organiza-
tion has fewer members than IABI. ICA has as their slogan, “A unified voice for economic 
growth.” ICA present six suggestions that would, if they were implemented, “improve, 
enabling existing companies [in Iowa] to be more profitable, expand and provide more 
Iowans with higher income jobs” (Iowa Chamber Alliance, 2005). 

• Provide Long-term Business Incentives  

ICA supports the Iowa Values Fund and suggests that Iowa explore other incentive meth-
ods to encourage capital investments and employee training. 

• Invest in Infrastructure  

ICA wants to allocate additional resources to improving the existing road system.  

                                                 
105 The information in this section is from IABI’s website (www.iowaabi.org) and an interview with 
IABI’s president Jim Aippersbach. 
106 There are two different mission statements presented on the Web site. They are different in 
wording but similar in content. 
107 www.iowachamber.net/legislative.html (accessed July 30, 2005) 
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• Create Commercialization Centers for Entrepreneurs  

In order to foster growth and expansion among small businesses, ICA wants to create par-
tially state-funded centers for entrepreneurs, where small companies can get assistance to 
grow. These centers should be spread out around Iowa and function as one-stop shopping 
for small companies that want to expand.  

• Reform Taxes to Foster Growth  

While Iowa has relatively low taxes for individuals, the corporate taxation is higher. In 
comparison to its neighboring states, Iowa has the highest corporate taxes. ICA proposes a 
two-tier flat tax system. It will both simplify and make the Iowa taxes more competitive. 
Like IABI, they point out the problem of high property taxes.  

• Improve Iowa’s Image Through Strategic, Consistent Marketing   

A consistent and strategic marketing of Iowa would make it easier to attract investments 
and new residents. The message should include the core values and the major strengths of 
Iowa, like its well-educated workforce. 

• Improve Business Regulatory Efficiency  

ICA encourages regulatory agencies to implement efficient and cost-effective methods for 
business licensing and permitting. Government agencies should be encouraged to form 
partnerships with businesses to obtain streamlined processes. 

ICA also has an agenda for federal (national) issues regarding health care costs and trans-
portation funding. These are similar, but not identical, to the agenda of the (federal) U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce (see Chapter Three in this report). 

4.3.4 Iowa Policy Project108 
There is an absence of trade unions in the economic growth discussion in Iowa. Besides 
the organizations that represent corporate Iowa and IDED, few are engaged in the debate 
on how Iowa can foster economic growth. However, a think tank that has a critical view on 
existing economic development in Iowa is Iowa Policy Project (IPP). They are not pro-
posing their own growth agenda, but they provide critical analysis of the economic devel-
opment project in Iowa.109  

IPP are critical of the functioning of the Iowa Values Fund. IPP would like to see the sub-
sidies companies receive linked more closely to creating high-paying jobs. This idea is also 
supported by the state economist H. Siegelman: “It is a waste of money for the state to 
offer incentives to companies unless the wages are high.”110 Further, IPP are critical of the 
tax breaks that are offered to businesses and individuals. They argue that these tax breaks 
mean that the government has to cut down on something else, such as education, which is 
critical for economic growth. 
 

                                                 
108 www.iowapolicyproject.org/ 
109 See for instance www.iowapolicyproject.org/2002-2004_reports_press_releases/030925-ivb.pdf 
(accessed August 14, 2006) 
110 State economist H. Siegelman quoted in Quad Time (October 5, 2002). 
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4.4 Economic Growth in Iowa - A Comment 
Since economic growth for the moment is high in Iowa, and unemployment is low, the 
biggest challenge is not to create economic growth and new jobs but to increase the aver-
age wages and to adjust the Iowa industry for the structural change that take place and will 
continue in the new economy. There is a common understanding in Iowa that the employ-
ment in farming and traditional manufacturing will continue to decrease. The economic 
development work is therefore focused on changing the structure of the Iowan economy 
and replacing the lost jobs with higher-paid jobs. In broad terms, there is a common under-
standing on how to do this: 

• Create a bioscience industry 

• Make the manufacturing industries more advanced 

• Increase the supply of capital available for entrepreneurs and companies in Iowa 

The level of the bioscience research is high in Iowa. However, the competition for the best 
researchers in “hot” subjects like biotechnology is fierce and is probably going to increase 
even more. Most of the high class research in Iowa is in agricultural-related fields or de-
rived from agricultural research. Iowa wants to exploit its status as a top agriculture state 
with high class research by targeting and developing bioscience businesses.  

Most research funding comes from federal agencies and the competition for these funds 
make them difficult to acquire. It is not clear how much financing Iowa Values Fund (IVF) 
has provided to bioscience research, but it could be a way to increase the funding for bio-
science research in Iowa. Even if Iowa manages to maintain this high level of research, the 
state will still be faced with the issue of commercialization of the research. As stated in the 
Growth Plan, the Iowa universities should generate more start-ups. Studies have shown 
that the single most important factor in creating successful university start-ups is to have a 
high quality of research (Zhang, 2005). Iowa has extensive activities to support research 
commercialization like science parks and entrepreneurship centres. Probably the biggest 
hurdle for creating successful bioscience companies is financing.  

Can the newly started bioscience firms obtain enough financing in Iowa? This issue is 
addressed by the Iowa Fund of Funds, partly by tax breaks for providing risk capital and 
Iowa Values Fund.  

Assume the bioscience companies are up and running; do they want to expand in Iowa? In 
order to expand in Iowa, there must be all the “coaches” or an infrastructure of an innova-
tive economy.111 Does Iowa provide the legal, financial, marketing, and managerial 
competencies that are needed for a successful bioscience industry? This issue is partly 
addressed in the plans for creating a more diverse population and workforce (see above). 
Provide enough financing is, in policy terms, often the easier part; the provision of the 
“innovative infrastructure” is more difficult.  

The manufacturing companies in Iowa are well aware that they must become more inno-
vative and more advanced in order to survive. The State of Iowa is offering free training of 
employees and tax incentives for investments. The well-developed system of Community 
Colleges is a big advantage for providing the employee of the manufacturing industry with 
training. The tax incentives, as pointed out by the IPP, run the risk of undermining the 

                                                 
 111 In Lee et al (2000) the surrounding community such as lawyers, accountants, and executive 
search firms are called the “coaches” of Silicon Valley. They are considered necessary to create a 
successful industrial cluster. 
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financing of the education system, which is one of Iowa’s competitive advantages. Iowa 
has a lot of manufacturing-related agriculture. There are probably some economies of 
scope between agricultural-related manufacturing and agricultural-related bioscience, at 
least in terms of markets.  

Iowa also needs to have high-paid jobs outside the sectors of bioscience and advanced 
manufacturing. The Growth Plan focuses on increasing the tourism industry in Iowa. A 
majority of Iowans live in rural areas, where agriculture must be supplemented by another 
industry. The manufacturing industry in Iowa is geographically spread out, and develop-
ment toward a more advanced manufacturing might cause a geographic concentration, 
which makes the development of the tourism industry more important.  

A big issue on both the state and federal level is administrative burden for companies (and 
individuals). This issue is brought up by business organizations as an impediment for eco-
nomic growth. While it is unlikely that an individual will refrain from starting a business 
because of administrative burdens, it forces small-business owners to be doing paperwork 
instead of developing their businesses. This problem is addressed in the Growth Plan con-
cerning starting a business and construction permits. 
A factor that many states, and so too Iowa, put forward as a competitive advantage is the 
state’s quality of life. The Midwestern countryside charm and the beauty Iowa offers are 
also offered by most other Midwestern states. The few places that can not offer beautiful 
nature and countryside charm usually have urban settings (which many consider a better 
quality of life). A quality-of-life argument linked to scenic beauty is usually without merit, 
since most regions can offer some kind of beauty. (Few people move to a place just be-
cause it is beautiful; they might go on vacation there, but that’s usually the extent of it.) 
The quality-of-life argument – in terms of scenic beauty, low crime rate, lower housing 
cost, and no traffic congestion – is valid if you compete with urban centres, i.e., Chicago, 
New York, or Los Angeles, but in most cases Iowa is competing with the neighbouring 
states: South Dakota, North Dakota, Illinois, and Nebraska. It is therefore important to 
focus on the factors that differentiate Iowa from these states. In Iowa’s case it is the educa-
tion system and the level of research. 

In the debate on economic growth in Iowa, no one mentions lack of entrepreneurship. 
However, it takes place; most universities have some type of entrepreneurship center. It is 
worth noting that the programs in place to encourage small business are focused on pro-
viding more financing, to help them grow and to provide them with information on how to 
start a business. There seems to be less focus on creating a positive attitude toward entre-
preneurship. Interviews indicate that Iowans are entrepreneurial (like Americans in gen-
eral) and have a positive attitude toward starting their own business. Thus, there is no big 
need to teach them to be entrepreneurs; instead, the focus is on providing them with ade-
quate skills for becoming successful entrepreneurs.  

The issue of infrastructure is usually not placed high on the list in the growth debate in 
Iowa. Iowa has no international airport, but there is no plan to expand any of the existing 
airports. The infrastructure in terms of roads is already of high quality. Voices regarding 
improving or constructing new roads and freeways are seldom heard in the growth debate. 
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4.5 Summary of Interesting Policy Ideas for Iowa 
• Benchmarking 

As is evident for readers of this chapter, there are rankings for most indicators connected to 
economic growth in Iowa. These are usually done on a yearly basis, which makes it easy to 
follow their development. A critique against rankings is that they do not show absolute 
improvement, only relative. It is therefore necessary to use other measures to complement 
the ranking. There is an ongoing scientific debate on the methods and relevance of this 
type of rankings (see, for instance, Chapple et al, 2004, and Fischer, 2005). If properly 
used, rankings constitute a good tool for evaluation.  

• Focus on high-paying jobs 

The financial resources devoted to economic development in Iowa is best put to work if 
they create high-paying jobs. The focus in the Iowa growth policy on creating jobs with a 
wage above median (although critics claim that this is not always done) is worth more 
attention. 

• Set achievable and evaluable goals 

Most of the goals in the Growth Plan are numerically expressed; this facilitates evalua-
tions. If the goals are numerically expressed, it is easier to hold the executing agency ac-
countable. 

• Use the tax system for growth purposes 

As discussed earlier, there is an ongoing debate about the merits of tax breaks. The discus-
sion on taxes is not only about how high/low they should be but also what should be taxed 
and how. This widens the taxation debate and makes taxation central in the debate about 
economic growth. Iowa’s Growth Plan set up clear and achievable goals and the tax system 
is one of the tools used to achieve them.  

• Centralize the responsibility for growth issues 

The responsibility for issues regarding economic growth is gathered in the Iowa Depart-
ment of Economic Development (IDED). Although some issues are handled by other de-
partments, IDED has the coordinating responsibility. IDEDs function as one-stop shop for 
all issues regarding economic growth in Iowa.  
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5 Growth Policy in California  
California is more like a nation than a state. Its population of 36 million is comparable to 
that of a big European country. California has the seventh largest economy in the world 
and encompasses 410,000 km2 which is slightly smaller than Sweden. California’s popula-
tion is concentrated in four metro regions: San Diego, Greater Los Angeles Area, the Bay 
Area,112 and Sacramento. About 80 percent of the population lives in one of those regions. 
As usual in the U.S., the state capital is not the biggest city in the state; Sacramento is the 
seventh biggest city in California.  

California is known for its sunny weather. It is sometimes said to be one of California’s 
biggest competitive advantages. The seemingly ever-growing California has a ubiquitous 
risk of earthquakes. However, this seems not to discourage people from moving to and 
investing in California. It is one of the most ethnically diverse states, with no ethnic ma-
jority. California is also home to two of the busiest ports (Los Angeles and Long Beach)113 
and airports (Los Angeles and San Francisco)114 in the world. This makes California an 
important hub for international trade. 

5.1 Economic Profile of California  
Besides having the largest economy of all 50 states, California also has one of the most 
diversified economies. It is home to the U.S. high-technology industry as well as being the 
largest producer of agricultural products. The entertainment industry is located in southern 
California. While the big biopharmaceutical companies are headquartered in the east, 
California is the leading state when it comes to biotechnology (Milken Institute, 2004a). 
Although California is well known for its high-technology and entertainment industries, 
many may not know that the state has one of the largest manufacturing sectors in the U.S. 

California’s economy was in 2004 growing, with more than 4 percent (annual GDP-
growth), which is slightly more than national GDP-growth.115 California has an unemploy-
ment rate that is roughly the same as the national average (5.1 percent)116 and an average 
per capita income of USD $35,019, the twelfth highest in the nation. Although California 
has experienced a negative migration ratio toward other states, the high immigration rate 
keeps the population increasing by 2-3 percent a year.  

There are several rankings of universities in the world and in the U.S. One recently pub-
lished list was “Academic Ranking of World Universities.”117 On that ranking, California 
has six universities among the 20 best in the world.118  

 

                                                 
112 The Bay Area consists of nine counties, and the largest cities are San Francisco, San Jose, and 
Oakland. Silicon Valley is located in the Bay Area. 
113 www.aapa-ports.org/pdf/WORLD_PORT_RANKINGS_2003.xls (accessed December 19, 2005) 
114 www.airports.org/cda xls (accessed December 19, 2005) 
115www.dof.ca.gov/HTML/FS_DATA/LatestEconData/FS_Income.htm (accessed November 18, 
2005) 
116 www.bls.gov/lau/home.htm (accessed November 18, 2005) 
117 http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/ranking.htm (accessed September 8, 2005) 
118 Stanford University, UC Berkeley, California Institute of Technology (Caltech), UC San Diego, 
UC Los Angeles, and UC San Francisco.  
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The most well- known ranking of universities in the U.S. is the U.S. News & World Re-
port’s annual ranking. California can pride itself with nine universities in the recent top 
50.119 The bottom line is that California has world-class universities with world-class 
education and research.  

Despite the high quality of its universities, the business climate in California is by many 
considered to be less than good. On the State Business Climate Tax Index, which primarily 
focuses on the tax system, California is placed 38 among the 50 states (Hodge et al., 2004). 
The cost of doing business in California is the sixth highest among all states, according to 
Economy.com (2003).  

California usually performs well on science and technology rankings. Rankings in absolute 
terms are almost always topped by California; in relative rankings California does less 
well, since its size and diversity make the technology sector less dominant relatively. Al-
most half of all venture capital investments (49 percent) in the USA are going to 
Californian companies, and a vast majority of this capital goes to Silicon Valley.120 Never-
theless, Massachusetts has more venture capital investment per capita than California (Na-
tional Venture Capital Association, 2005). Another study shows that California is attract-
ing high-tech start-ups from other states (Zhang, 2005). Moreover, California is the largest 
recipient of federal R&D funding.121  

The dominance of California when it comes to high-technology is striking. The Santa 
Monica-based think tank the Milken Institute ranks states according to relative position in 
science and technology. Despite its diverse and large economy, California is ranked sec-
ond, after the small and university-packed state of Massachusetts.122 The technology inten-
sity is further illustrated by numbers of patents granted. In absolute numbers, California is 
of course number one, but in relation to the size of its population California is ranked 
third.123  

Although California represents 13 percent of the economy, only 10 percent of Fortune 500 
companies have their headquarters in the state; California is a small-business economy.124 
This is also illustrated by the lending from the Small Business Administration (SBA): 
California gets a larger share of the small-business loans from the federal Small Business 
Administration than their size of the economy represents.125  

 

 

                                                 
119www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/college/rankings/brief/natudoc/tier1/t1natudoc_brief.php (accessed 
October 8, 2005) 
120 www.pwcmoneytree.com/moneytree/nav.jsp?page=region (accessed December 22, 2005) 
121 www.aaas.org/spp/rd/states02b.pdf (accessed October 11, 2005) 
122Massachusetts is a state with a population of only 6.4 million, but it has several of the best 
universities in the USA: Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), The 
University of Massachusetts system with six campuses, Boston University, and Tufts University. 
123 Calculations from www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/st_co_04.htm (accessed December 
4, 2005). 
124Fortune 500 is an annual published list of the 500 largest public corporations in the U.S., see 
www.fortune500.com. 
125 www.sba.gov/advo/research/sbl_study.pdf (accessed October 11, 2005) 
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5.2 Problems in California 
It is difficult to capture a debate about problems in as diverse and populous state as 
California. However, it is possible to find four main problems, or categories of problem, 
that are frequently discussed among the politicians, the Media, and the public. 

• Traffic congestion 

The traffic situation in California, especially in southern California, is infamous. The 
amount of time Los Angeles drivers spend in their cars is more than in any city in the U.S. 
(Schrank and Lomax, 2005), and the time stuck in traffic is going up in California (and in 
the U.S.).126 The situation in California is worsened by the fast population growth and 
insufficient road maintenance. The impact this has and is going to have on economic 
growth is illustrated by The Road Information Program (2001). Due to its fast-growing 
population and Californians’ love for cars, the state’s infrastructure is in big need of an 
upgrade and expansion (TRIP, 2005).127 Anecdotal evidence shows that a short commute 
is something many people who has moved out of California State as one of the biggest 
benefits of the move. 

• Budget deficit 

The State of California has in the past years had a huge budget deficit, and Governor 
Schwarzenegger came to power in 2004 in part because of the financial difficulties. To 
what extent a budget deficit is hampering economic growth is uncertain.128 However, it 
(and the debts) has been perceived as a big problem among the Californians and the 
Californian policymakers. The deficit has shrunk a little the last two years, but its size is 
still worrisome. Since the taxes in California are above average in the U.S., and the cost of 
doing business is high (see below), a dramatic increase in taxes is not seen as a possibility; 
at least some reduction in state spending is therefore considered necessary. There is a divi-
sion between those who do not want to raise taxes at all and those who want to raise taxes 
for high-income earners. 

• Energy 

In 2001, California experienced an energy crisis. There were rolling blackouts, and prices 
were high. The reason for this was linked by many to the deregulation of the energy market 
that took place in 1998.129 Even today, the energy system is unstable. Local blackouts still 
occur. The energy costs in California are among the highest in the nation (Milken Institute, 
2004c). Other than the budget deficit, the energy crisis was the number-one factor that 
ousted Governor Gray Davis and brought Arnold Schwarzenegger to Sacramento as the 
new governor.  

 

 

 
                                                 
126 San Francisco and San Diego are also among the top-ten most congested cities in the U.S.  
127 See also http://cpr.ca.gov/report/cprrpt/issrec/inf/inf36.htm (accessed December 4, 2005). 
128 The federal budget deficit may in reality not be as big a problem as it is often perceived (see 
Reynolds [2004] for further discussion). There is reason to believe that the budget deficit on the 
state level is more problematic. However, it is perceived as a big problem among Californians and 
Californian policymakers. 
129 For a discussion on the cause of the Californian energy crisis, see Clarke and Bradshaw (2004). 
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• Schools 

California has maybe the best university system in the world. However, the public schools, 
the so-called K-12 education, in California are among the lowest-performing in the na-
tion.130 California scores below average on both percentage completing high school and on 
reading and math tests.131 This is partly caused by the high immigration and the large num-
ber of non-native English speakers among the students in California, but insufficient 
funding and badly organized school districts are also responsible. The quality of the uni-
versities is maintained by a large influx of foreign students and researchers, and the share 
of students from the California school system is going down.  

• Cost of housing 

California has experienced an enormous increase in real estate prices. In the past five 
years, housing prices increased annually by 10–20 percent.132 The soaring house prices 
exist all over the state, but the metropolitan areas have seen the largest increases. Statistics 
show that a vast majority of Californian households can no longer afford a house in the 
state’s metropolitan areas.133 A similar development is also evident in the rental market.134 
This makes it difficult for many companies to recruit. They cannot afford to pay the sala-
ries that are needed for buying or renting a house. The issue of affordable housing is on the 
political agenda. The governor said, in the State of the State address, “I will propose legis-
lation that eliminates regulatory and legal hurdles that […] increase the costs of new hou-
sing.”135 On one hand, the increase in real estate prices creates a boom in the construction 
industry, but on the other hand fewer people can afford to move to California, which crea-
tes recruitment problems for Californian universities and businesses. Fewer people can 
afford the American dream of owning their own house.   

Some would also call the business climate a problem in California. While it is true that the 
cost of doing business in California is high compared to in other states, this is to some 
extent caused by the high real estate prices. The real estate prices are due primarily to the 
economic success of California and, to a lesser extent, to regulation within the construction 
sector. California also has one of the most regulated economies in the U.S., which drags 
down the business climate. However, the business climate in California is strengthened by 
a very highly educated work force and world-class research. So it is difficult to charac-
terize the business climate in California as either bad or good. It is therefore left out of this 
discussion on problems in California.  

 

                                                 
130 Primary education and secondary education is usually referred to as K-12 education (5-18 years 
old) in the United States. 
131 http://nationsreportcard.gov/reading_math_2005/s0021.asp? (accessed October 24, 2005) 
132 This statistics is taken from www.dqnews.com (accessed December 19, 2005) 
133 www.car.org/index.php?id=MzU2MzU=(accessed December 19, 2005) 
134 www.nlihc.org/oor2005 (accessed December 23, 2005) 
135 Quote from State of the State address January 5, 2005. All the governor’s speeches can be found 
at  www.governor.ca.gov. 
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5.3 Existing Economic Development Programs in California136  
Most other states have a certain agency that is responsible for economic development, but 
California does not. What usually is labeled as economic development is spread out over 
several state agencies. Due to their sizes, many cities and counties in California have their 
own well-developed agencies for economic development. California had, until 2004, an 
agency called Technology, Trade and Commerce (TTC). It was responsible for policy rec-
ommendations and economic development initiatives but closed in 2004 due to the 
California budget crisis. Since then, there is no state agency with the overall responsibility 
for economic development in California. However, the Commerce and Economic Devel-
opment Program has taken over many of TTC’s programs and roles.  

A big state like California has, of course, many economic development programs. As 
stated in Chapter One, many programs have multiple purposes, and some programs have 
vaguely defined purposes. It is therefore difficult to determine if the programs’ primary 
focus is to foster economic growth. California is divided into 58 counties and 478 cities. 
Most of these entities have their own economic development programs. However, only 
programs on the state level are included here. These economic development programs can 
be, according to how they are financed, divided into two broad categories: tax incentives or 
direct funding (budget line expenditures). There are hundreds of programs that in different 
aspects aim to promote economic growth in California. It is, of course, not possible to de-
scribe them all in detail.137 However, the existing economic development programs can be 
divided into seven main categories: 

5.3.1 Developing Products and Improving Manufacturing Processes 
California, along with the rest of the USA and the Western world, has seen a decline in 
employment in the manufacturing sector. This is explained by productivity increases and 
competition from low-cost countries. The high cost of doing business in California is giv-
ing the state an additional disadvantage in comparison with many other states. Since manu-
facturing is usually offering better wages than the service sector, keeping the manufactur-
ing sector alive and successful is considered important. Therefore, several policy initiatives 
are in place to offset the high cost of doing business in California.  

• Manufacturing Technology Program 

This program provides small and medium-size manufacturers with a wide range of inex-
pensive business assistance, including technical consultative services, workforce training, 
and professional development. 

• Tax incentives for the manufacturing sector 

The State of California offers several tax incentives for manufacturing companies operat-
ing in California. These programs are designed to provide incentive to expand and relocate 
to California; they offer a tax rebate on property taxes and 6 percent tax credit on corporate 
income tax to high-tech manufacturing companies.  

                                                 
136 This section is based upon California Budget Project (2002), http://commerce.ca.gov (accessed 
October 24, 2005), and interviews. 
137 See (http://commerce.ca.gov/state/ttca/ttca_investment_display.jsp) for an overview of just 
investment incentives programs (accessed October 25, 2005). 
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There is also a tax credit for acquiring and constructing property that will be used in manu-
facturing. Tax exemption is even for purchases of equipment that are going be used in film 
production or post-production.  

5.3.2 Promoting Research and Development 
The main vehicle for promoting R&D in California is the public University of California 
(UC) system.138 The UC system spends more than $3 billion a year on R&D and is the 
world’s largest research university. The majority of this funding does not come from the 
State of California’s coffins but from federal agencies, research grants, and contract re-
search from corporations. Although tuition fees and federal research funding are important 
sources of financing for the UC system, the State of California also contributes in various 
ways to its financing. The impact the UC system has on the Californian economy and its 
growth is huge; the high-technology industry in California (and in the world) would not 
look like it does today without the UC system (University of California, 2003). Besides the 
UC and the Cal State systems, the State of California has several other programs for pro-
moting research and development: 

• The State of California is promoting R&D through the stem cell initiative.139 In 2004, 
it was decided that $3 billion should be invested in stem cell research over a ten-year 
period. All research and development being financed must be in California. There is an 
expectation that stem cell researchers and stem cell companies will relocate to 
California. Other states in the USA also provide state financing for stem cell research, 
but not on the same scale as in California.   

• In 2000, California governor Gray Davis announced that the State of California should 
invest in four Institutes of Science and Innovation.140 The institutes are private–public 
partnership, where each tax dollar is matched by two dollars from the California in-
dustry. The State of California is planning to invest $100 million in each of these cen-
ters. These institutions are still under construction and are jointly governed by different 
UC campuses. They are planned to be in full effect during 2006. The purpose with the 
institute is to “lay the foundation for the ‘next New Economy.”141 These centers are 
designed to facilitate commercialization of research. 

• The State of California offers tax credit to all companies that conduct R&D in 
California. For basic research, the tax credit equals 24 percent, and for other types of 
research it’s 12 percent tax credit on the state corporate income tax.142  

 

 

 

                                                 
138 The University of California system consists of 10 campuses, of which Berkeley and Los Angeles 
probably are the most well known. See www.ucop.edu for more information about the UC system 
(accessed October 31, 2005). 
139For more information see  www.cirm.ca.gov (accessed November 18, 2005). 
140 The four centers are: California Institute for Quantitative Biomedical Research, California 
Institute for Telecommunication and Information Technology, California Nano Systems Institute, 
and Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of Society. 
141 www.ucop.edu/california-institutes/about/about.htm (accessed August 11, 2005). 
142As usual, the tax credit comes with several provisions. For an overview, see www.ftb.ca.gov 
/forms/misc/1082.pdf (accessed 21st of December, 2005). 
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5.3.3 Developing Local Economies 
In contrast to Europe, downtowns (city centers) in U.S. cities are usually plagued with 
social problems, and many of the affluent inhabitants leave for the suburbs.143 The last 
years have seen a revival of the type of life a well-functioning downtown could offer. It is 
a widespread belief in the U.S. that cities that offer a downtown with street life, culture, 
and nightlife attract the type of people that encourage economic development.144 So, in 
order to become an attractive city, it has become comme il faut to start downtown revitali-
zation programs. The same type of program is also offered in other economically disad-
vantaged areas, e.g. rural areas.  

• The State of California provides the local communities (cities and counties) with 
grants to revitalize urban downtowns and to enhance commercial districts in urban 
downtowns. There are also favorable loans to cities for improving infrastructure and 
public transportation in urban downtowns and other areas. 

• Several state programs provide financing for economic development in rural areas and 
poor regions. However, these programs are primarily aiming to eliminate poverty and 
provide work opportunities in these less developed areas. 

• An important tool in local and regional economic development in the U.S. is Enterprise 
Zones (EZ). However, EZs are implemented differently in different states. In 
California, companies located within an EZ get reduced sales tax, favorable deduction 
on manufacturing equipment, tax credits from hiring individuals, and favorable terms 
on loss carryovers. Similar programs are also available for reuse of closed military fa-
cilities and for regions that suffer from chronically high unemployment.  

• None of the programs for developing local economies specifically target the dynamic 
regions in California, e.g., Silicon Valley. No tax incentives are given to certain areas 
to promote a high-tech industry. 

5.3.4 Support for Business  
As stated earlier in this chapter, California has a regulatory burden that is above average in 
the nation. There is ongoing work reducing the regulatory burden for businesses in 
California. Besides the cost of complying with the regulations, the high cost of doing busi-
ness in California is putting Californian companies at a disadvantage. However, there are 
several tax breaks offered to companies in California. 

• Tax exemptions and tax reductions are offered to companies in a number of different 
sectors. A lot of these are intended not primarily to foster economic growth but to sup-
port weak industries, e.g., fishing and farming. The California film and TV industries 
get several tax exemptions and can also get some cost reimbursements. The high costs 
of doing business in California are seen by some as a threat to the film and TV indus-
tries in California. These incentives should be seen as a way of keeping movie and 
television production in the state.  

                                                 
143 One of the few exceptions are New York and San Francisco. 
144 This idea has best been articulated by Florida (2002) and Florida (2005). See Chapter 2 for a 
further discussion. 
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• There are tax breaks for new small businesses operating in California. In their two first 
years of operation, they are exempt from the minimum franchise tax.145 The State of 
California offers a business entity (S-corporation) that allows small businesses to pay a 
reduced corporate income tax.146  

5.3.5 Developing a Skilled Workforce 
The main tool for developing a skilled workforce is through the two state-controlled uni-
versity systems: the aforementioned University of California system and the 22-campus 
California State University system.147 Besides these two systems, there is also the public 
California Community College system, with more than 100 campuses spread around 
California.148 All these systems offer, in addition to academic degrees, different types of 
continuing and vocational training.149  

• The state of California administrates several programs with the purpose of improving 
the skills of the Californian workforce. The California Department of Education —
Adult Education Program has as its purpose to provide “lifelong educational opportu-
nities […] to all adults.” However, the focus is to provide training and education to in-
dividuals that are unemployed or risk being unemployed. California, like most states, 
offers different types of incentives for adult education. Public high schools and Com-
munity Colleges offer training classes in various subjects for free or for a reduced 
price. Many of these programs focus on dislocated workers. These programs often 
work in conjunction with federal programs.  

• An employer in California gets tax credits on the state corporate income tax for reim-
bursements (up to a certain amount) for an employee’s expenses in attaining a graduate 
degree. There are also federal tax credits (for instance, Lifetime Learning Credit) for 
education and training. These credits mainly target low- and middle-income individu-
als/households.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
145 The Minimum Franchise Tax is a tax all corporations in California must pay, regardless of size. 
In 2005 it was $800. 
146 In fact, S-corporations are exempted from corporate income tax, the income pass-through, and 
are taxed as capital income by the owners, i.e. no double taxation. For a brief overview in Swedish 
of the available business structures in the U.S., see Zackrisson (2004). 
147 The difference between the University of California (UC) and California State University (Cal 
State) is that only UC is granted the right to award PhDs and do research (with a few exceptions). 
UC is also more selective than Cal State in accepting students.  
148 Community Colleges do not have an equivalent in Sweden. They are providing both vocational 
training and undergraduate university classes.  
149 University of California offers, through its UC extension, a full range of courses that should 
serve the current needs of the general public. (See www.uclaextension.edu for further information.) 
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5.3.6 Business Capital and Funding 
Although California has more venture capital than any other state, there are several pro-
grams that aim to increase the amount of capital for Californian small businesses. 

• In order to encourage investments in small businesses, under certain conditions 50 
percent of any gains from sale of small-business stocks is exempted from state corpo-
rate income tax.  

• The CalTIP program matches federal funding for research and development. This pro-
gram is focusing on R&D and commercialization in high-tech industries, life sciences, 
and energy.150 The program was put on hold in 2003 due to the budget crisis.  

• There are also state programs for promoting Californian companies to engage in ex-
port. 

• The federal Small Business Administration (SBA) offers loan guarantees to small busi-
nesses. The State of California has a program that is similar to SBA’s and works in 
conjunction with those programs. 

5.4 How California Is Planning to Grow its Economy151 
California shows similarities to the federal level. In a lot of aspects, it behaves more like a 
nation than a state. But unlike at the federal level, California has a strategic document for 
how to promote economic growth: it’s Strategic Growth Plan.152 Moreover, before Arnold 
Schwarzenegger became Governor he presented a “plan to rescue the economy in 
California” that will help California to regain its status as a high-octane growth economy.” 
This plan is mainly concerned with how to fix California’s dire financial condition and 
consists of four sets of policies. A summary of these two documents’ ideas and their im-
plementation are below. 

• Taxes 

To fix California’s budget deficit, Governor Schwarzenegger wants to, instead of raising 
taxes, reduce them to make California more competitive. As mentioned above, California 
has a tax burden that is above national average and has been accused by many of having a 
bad business climate – so the Governor has ruled out a raise in taxes. 

• Restrain government outlays 

According to Governor Schwarzenegger “California does not have a taxing problem, it has 
a spending problem.” He proposed to introduce spending limits. In the fall of 2005 he took 
the issue of a spending limit to a popular vote, but it was rejected by the Californians. 

• Reform workers’ compensation system 

Workers’ compensation (workers’ comp) is a compulsory insurance paid by employers to 
cover employees’ work injuries.153 Employers in California pay more in workers’ comp 
than in other states. The purpose of this reform was to reduce the cost of doing business in 

                                                 
150 http://commerce.ca.gov (accessed December 23, 2005) 
151 Unless otherwise stated, all quotes in this section are from Schwarzenegger (2003). 
152 www.strategicgrowthplan.com/ (accessed August 17, 2006) 
153 Somewhat similar to “Arbetsgivaravgift” in Sweden.  
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California. In 2005, this reform was complete, and costs for employers were reduced by 
15–20 percent.154   

• School reform 

To solve the problems with California’s “permanent” underperforming schools, Governor 
Schwarzenegger wants to bring “school authority and spending closer to students, parents, 
and local taxpayers and away from bureaucrats in Sacramento.” One part of the reform of 
the California education school system was to improve the quality of the teachers, i.e. 
make it easier to fire “bad” teachers. This was in 2005 rejected by the Californian elector-
ate. The aforementioned ballot also included a measure that will grant $10.4 billion to edu-
cation/schools. The majority will go to improve existing facilities and construct new 
schools and facilities. 

• Infrastructure 

The Strategic Growth Plan emphasizes the importance for California of investments in 
infrastructure. In a speech, the Governor stated that “A champion state cannot have a weak 
and aging infrastructure.”155 Governor Schwarzenegger has put forward several proposi-
tions that will improve the infrastructure in California. In November 2006, a $20 billion 
investment in California infrastructure will be on the ballot.156 Related to the infrastructure 
propositions is the initiative on the Hydrogen Highways Network, the goal of which “is to 
support and catalyze a rapid transition to a clean, hydrogen transportation economy in 
California” (Schwarzenegger, 2005). The purpose of the program for fuel cells is to reduce 
air pollution, increase energy efficiency, and reduce the dependence on foreign oil. 157

In the Governor’s speeches it is possible to extract two additional themes/areas, which are 
discussed in conjunction with economic growth: the aforementioned Stem Cell Initiative 
and improvement of the Californian infrastructure, i.e. more and better roads. 

Stem cell research is an emerging field in medical research. A stem cell is a special kind of 
cell that has a unique capacity to renew itself and to give rise to specialized cell types. It is 
still in an early research phase, and its potential is still unknown, but eventually, the stem 
cell proponents hope, stem cells will be able to replace cells and tissues that are damaged 
or diseased. Big hopes are put into stem cell research, both for finding medical cures and 
for creating economic development. “[Stem cell research] is going to recharge the biotech 
sector and improve the state’s economy” (Sacramento Bee, 2004).  

In a 2004 referendum, Californian voters approved a $3 billion investment of tax dollars in 
embryonic stem cell research in California during a ten-year period. This is unique both 
because it is the biggest investment in stem cell research in the world but also because 
federal funding for stem cell research has so far been very restricted. 

Both the Internet and biotechnology were born in California. Californians’ image of their 
state is that it is the birthplace of new technologies and the birthplace of the future. Gover-
nor Schwarzenegger said that “I am, of course, a supporter of stem cell research. 
[California] daringly led the way for the high-tech industry and…we lead the way for the 
                                                 
154 http://wcirbonline.org/index2.asp?section=5&subsection=0 (accessed August 18, 2006) 
155 Remarks by Governor Schwarzenegger at May Budget Revise May 13, 2005. 
156 The ballot in November will also include a transportation funding protection which is a 
constitutional amendment to protect gas tax revenues from being used for purposes other than 
transportation. This will also increase the funding for infrastructure investments. 
157 www.fuelcellpartnership.org (accessed December 23, 2005) 
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bio-tech industry. The creativity and resources are right here in California. We are the 
world’s bio-tech leader.”158

It is, in general, difficult to find popular support for large tax-financed programs in 
California. Nevertheless, Californians approved the $3 billion stem cell initiative. 
Californians realize that the future of the state is not in traditional manufacturing but in 
R&D and knowledge-intensive manufacturing. 

5.5 What Do the Others Think?  

5.5.1 Milken Institute  
Milken Institute (MI) is one of the leading think tanks in California. It is non-partisan and 
is usually labeled centrist. MI is best known for doing studies of the effect and 
performance of science and technology, although they do studies in a range of other 
subjects. 

As discussed above, in their biannual State Technology Index they rank states according to 
their “technology and science assets that can be leveraged to promote economic develop-
ment” (MI, 2004b: 2). The index is comprised of 75 indicators, ranging from research 
funding to number of households with computers and Internet access.159 The index has a 
strong explanatory power on variation in per capita income (MI, 2004b: 7). 

In the latest ranking (2004), California ranked second after Massachusetts. The MI (2004a) 
further elaborates California’s position in science and technology. Based on this index, MI 
has the following policy recommendations: 

• MI points out that other states have made it a top priority to attract more research fund-
ing to their state universities. California ranks high when it comes to industrial R&D 
spending per capita, but the state does less well in academic R&D dollars per capita. 
Since California universities are among the best in the nation and in the world, there 
should be possibility for improvements. Therefore, MI urges the governor to sell 
Californian   “research prowess of our top public and private universities to federal, in-
dustry and other R&D funding sources” (MI, 2004a).  

• The world-dominating Californian science and technology industry and world-class 
R&D are to a large extent dependent on the influx of foreign students and foreign re-
searchers. MI stresses the importance for California to “instill a passion in science and 
technology” (MI, 2004: 7) among Californian K-12 students.160 They also point to the 
changing demographic structure – with a growing Latino population—and the impor-
tance of attracting them to science and engineering.  

• The MI Science and Technology Index shows that the Californian labor force is 
becoming relatively less knowledge-based vis-à-vis other states, for instance, the pro-
portion of adults with a bachelor degree or higher is decreasing. MI therefore suggests 
enacting innovative programs to improve enrollment in public universities. 

                                                 
158 http://yeson71.com/news_rel_1018.php (accessed December 4, 2005) 
159 Both MI (2004a) and MI (2004b) have appendixes with explanations of the variables included in 
the index. 
160 For explanation of K-12 see note in section 5.1. 
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5.5.2 California Manufacturer & Technology Association and JobsPAC 
The California Manufacturer and Technology Association (CMTA) 161 is an organization 
that informs Californian manufacturers and the technology industry about legislative issues 
and economic development in California. CMTA presents “Public Policy Principles” that 
outline how CMTA wants to improve the economic policy in California. 

CMTA, together with the Californian Chamber of Commerce,162 in 1992 formed Job-
sPAC163. JobsPAC’s agenda is to restore California’s economy as a foundation for 
prosperity. JobsPAC has as its top priority to support “projob candidates.” By this they 
mean candidates “of both parties who have consistently stood with the business commu-
nity on key issues.”164 JobsPAC presents an agenda for California that will create a 
“strong and vibrant economy in California” and ”restore California’s business climate to 
create jobs.”165 This agenda is similar the CMTA’s Public Policy Principles. These two 
policy agendas are a good reflection of the stance of the California business community. 

Both agendas stress the importance of a tax policy that encourages business growth. 
CMTA’s principles also point to the importance of having a balanced budget. As discussed 
earlier in the chapter, California businesses have had problems with high cost for workers’ 
compensation, and the implemented reforms were high on the agenda for the Californian 
business community. California rules for employment and workplace safety requirements 
must permit companies to compete with non-Californian employers. Further, the principles 
state that California must have an educational system that is committed to “creating and 
maintaining a literate and trained workforce.” Both agendas also put an emphasis on the 
importance of evaluation of both teachers and students. Further, they want education poli-
cies that “promote teaching as an honoured, respected and well paid profession.” The 
CMTA’s and JobsPAC’s agendas are to see improvements in the Californian infrastruc-
ture. Further, they are addressing the need for reliable and affordable energy in California, 
and they encourage competition within the energy sector.  

5.5.3 The California Council on Science and Technology166  

The California Council on Science and Technology (CCST) 167 is an independent not-for-
profit corporation, established by the state legislation in 1988. CCST is governed by re-
searchers from sponsoring Californian universities and representatives from the business 
and philanthropic community in California. CCST is designed to offer its expertise to the 
Government of California in science- and technology-related issues.  

CCST has created a top-ten list of technological and scientific challenges that face 
California.168 While some of the challenges are not directly related to economic growth 
policy, the following three questions/issues have a direct impact on the growth policy on 
California. 

                                                 
161 www.cmta.net (accessed December 4, 2005) 
162 www.calchamber.com (accessed December 4, 2005) 
163 www.jobspac.com(accessed August 25, 2005)

164 Quote from www.jobspac.com/page.asp?g=JOBSPAC&content=Agenda&parent=JOBSPAC 
(accessed December 4, 2005) 
165 This section is based on information from the JobsPAC’s Web site and interviews. 
166 This section is based upon CCST’s Web site and interviews. All quotes in this section are from 
www.ccst.us. 
167 www.ccst.us (accessed December 4, 2005) 
168 www.ccst.us/ccst/home/st/stA.html  (accessed December 4, 2005) 
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One critical factor for keeping the California economy competitive is to have a “pool of 
employees with solid technical training.” This requires high-quality science and mathe-
matics teachers from kindergarten to the postgraduate level. A large percentage of those 
teachers await retirement and consequently must be replaced. How can California’s gov-
ernment, industry, and higher education system remedy this problem? 

CCST acknowledge that California’s status as a world-leading location for innovation and 
science is due to the state having been a magnet for the world’s most “creative scientific 
and technological innovators.” However, many other states and nations are imitating and 
catching up on California’s success, especially within the field of innovation. So how can 
California maintain its leadership position? 

Like others, CCST points out the problem of congested traffic in California. CCST sees an 
opportunity to use technology to improve traffic management. And they ask how 
California can promote the most appropriate technologies, and how or if these efforts 
should be coordinated with the federal efforts.  

5.6 Economic Growth in California – A Comment  
The technology trajectory California “chooses” often becomes the dominant trajectory of 
the world.  Few places, if any, have the money, the research, and the political will to domi-
nate all new technologies. No other state in the U.S. can compete when it comes to popu-
lation, venture capital, and research. As shown earlier, Massachusetts might have more top 
universities and venture capital per capita, but when it comes to sheer volume California 
outperforms Massachusetts. The other contestant is Texas. It is the second most populous 
state. It is also home to several of the top universities in the USA, but it does not attract 
nearly as much venture capital as California. Moreover, California has large minorities of 
Chinese, Indians, and Latin Americans. As these economies grow, California is in good 
position to be a bridge for trade between these country’s economies and the U.S. 

On the federal level, reducing cost for doing business is a topic in the growth policy de-
bate. This is not a significant track in the Californian growth debate. Instead, the state has a 
focus on science, technology, and education.   

The governor’s education policy has been and is criticized from various sides, mainly for 
not delivering what it has promised. The funding for Californian schools is, through 
Proposition 98, stated to be a certain percentage of the state budget, and the governor has 
promised to live up to that despite harsh financial strains. The California Teachers Asso-
ciation states that “The governor has broken that promise, further harming Californian’s 
school children.” The vivid debate on education and the importance of education for 
California’s (economic) future is closely watched by others. “California is an important 
state… When things happen there, they have a tendency to echo in other places.”169  

The described Economic Development Programs in this chapter are not central to the 
growth debate, and they are neither heavily criticized nor endorsed. In comparison with 
other states, the economic development programs in California are neither innovative nor 
large in size. Rather, they give an impression of being defensive in character, i.e., helping 
existing businesses survive rather than creating new growth industries and companies. The 
strengths in California are the world-class universities and world-class research (both aca-

                                                 
169 Edward J. McElroy, president of the Teachers Federation, quoted in the Los Angeles Times, July 
31, 2005. 
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demic and corporate). Another factor that was not mentioned in the material included for 
this study is the cultural and ethnic diversity in California and how it attracts foreign stu-
dents and researchers. No matter what your ethnic and cultural background, you fit into 
California, and this makes California an even more attractive place to move to. Few places 
in the world have such pull on talented researchers as California does. It then becomes a 
virtuous circle. 

It is also worth noting that California does not have an immediate proximity to its main 
markets. California is surrounded by sparsely populated states (Arizona, Nevada, and 
Oregon) and a poor country (Mexico). The main export market for Californian companies 
is Mexico; but in second and third place are Japan and Canada, both far away. The main 
domestic markets are the populous states on the East Coast and in the Midwest. California 
is not “exporting” heavy goods like cars and steel but instead is specializing in products 
that have close to zero transportation costs (digital products) or are high value-added, like 
high-technology. California itself is, of course, a big (but not huge) market, but it shows 
that not being close to big markets does not need to constitute a disadvantage.  

5.7 California and Sweden – A Discussion 
“As California goes, so goes the nation” is a well-known saying in the USA. The scientific 
and financial resources, in combination with the determination of California to be a tech-
nological leader, put California in a good position to be a dominator in the world economy 
for many years. So, by studying the development in California, we may be able to get a 
glimpse of the future.  

Although California is four times larger than Sweden, it has only ten public research uni-
versities (the University of California system)170 and three private.171 This is probably one 
of the factors that have contributed to making science in California so successful.172 This 
should be compared to Sweden’s 10–12 research universities.173  

California may not be the place to look for innovative economic development programs. 
Innovative policies can, however, be found in other policy areas such as environmental 
policy and education policy (which, of course, have indirect implication on economic 
growth). Instead, it is important to look to California for its ability to create new techno-
logical paradigms: It is often setting world standards. This is also evident in California’s 
ambition to be a technological and scientific leader. The Californian investments in R&D 
are usually targeting general purpose technologies in order to create the new paradigms. 

From a policy viewpoint, the most pro-growth policy in California is the public University 
of California system and the systematic and successful investments in nascent technolo-
gies, such as, for instance, in nanotechnology and stem cell research. The focus of the 
R&D policy is on general-purpose technologies, which have a variety of applications and 
could be a base for new companies in several sectors.  

                                                 
170 University of California is one university with ten campuses. 
171 California has 12 research universities and a population of 36 million. This means that 
California has roughly one research university per 3 million inhabitants. If we apply the same ratio 
to Sweden, Sweden should have three research universities! 
172 Besides the universities there are several research institutes, for instance the Salk Institute and 
The Scripps Research Institute.  
173 This suggests that Sweden is, in comparison with California, is spreading R&D resources too 
thin. In order to compare the available resources for R&D and the use of them in California and 
Sweden, a more elaborate analysis is, of course, needed.  
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California does have, besides its sunny weather, several natural resources, for instance oil; 
these are of significant economic importance. However, these are seldom assigned any 
wide importance for California’s economic future.  

This should be compared to the salient feature the raw material-based industries (metal-
lurgy and forest products) have in the Innovative Sweden documents.174

California has lost many headquarters of large companies, and the majority of headquarters 
in California today are high-technology companies and younger businesses (Fortune, 
2006).175 That this is a problem is seldom discussed in California. The focus is instead on 
creating new companies and new employers, rather than on keeping the old.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
174 A back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that California has almost as much raw material-
based industries as Sweden. 
175 The average age of Californian Fortune 500 companies are younger than the national average 
(own calculation from www.fortune500.com). 
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6 What can Sweden learn from the USA? 
In Sweden as well as in the U.S., issues related to economic growth are high on the politi-
cal agenda. The Swedish and American growth policies have similarities both in terms of 
priorities and the and way they are carried out .However, this chapter aims to discuss and 
illuminate differences in the Swedish and U.S. growth agendas. 

The discussion on the role of education is central in the U.S. as well as in Sweden. While 
both Sweden and the U.S. point out the importance of education, there is a significant dif-
ference in how this priority is enacted. In the Swedish Budget Bill as well as in the former 
government’s Innovation Strategy and the current government’s strategic agenda, the im-
portant role of education and its importance for increasing Sweden's competitiveness is 
stressed. This line of reasoning is similar to what is described in Chapter 3 (Federal 
Growth Strategies). Although U.S. schools perform on or above average in most interna-
tional comparisons, the state of math and science education in K-12 is a big concern. A 
central pillar in the U.S. education policy and debate is improving test results. In Sweden, 
the focus has rather been on higher education and, for a long time, mainly on quantity. The 
new Swedish government has, however, stated that improvement in the K-12 education is a 
high priority.  

Even though the U.S. has the best universities in the world, these are increasingly depend-
ent on foreign students. This partly explains the generous immigration policy. The vast 
majority of the students pay tuition fees to study in the U.S., and this brings not only brains 
but also dollars to the U.S. In fact, foreign students bring more money to the U.S. than U.S. 
weapon export!176  However, the visa policy has been stricter after the terrorist attacks in 
2001; and since the economic development in places like China and India offers more op-
portunities for students in those countries, there are fewer incentives to study in the U.S. 
Moreover, countries like Canada, the U.K., and Australia have stepped up their efforts in 
recruiting talented international students.  

As discussed in section 3.2, there is bipartisan agreement in the U.S. that small businesses 
are the backbone or engine of the American economy. Although there are many organiza-
tions and agencies in the U.S. that support entrepreneurs and small businesses, there are 
fewer that encourage entrepreneurship. Instead, the level of entrepreneurship is regarded 
as a given, and there are seldom any voices raised for an increased amount of entrepre-
neurship. The focuses are on improving the business climate. Hence, one of the crucial 
differences between the U.S. and Sweden is the discussion on the need for increased levels 
of entrepreneurship  

On the federal level in the U.S., the issue of reducing costs for doing business is high on 
the agenda. A reduction in taxes is often seen as a way to reduce the costs of doing busi-
ness. This, on one hand leaves more money in the pocket of businesses and business own-
ers, which can be reinvested, but on the other hand a reduction in taxes might reduce the 
amount of capital available for investments in education and infrastructure, the growth 
policy in the U.S. is balancing between these two aspects.  

 

                                                 
176 For a discussion and links see 
www.ppionline.org/ppi_ci.cfm?contentid=253141&knlgAreaID=108&subsecid=900003 (accessed 
March 6, 2006). 
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Taxes are also actively used to promote activities that foster economic growth. There are 
for instance tax incentives to do research, to invest in small businesses, to create high pay-
ing jobs and to educate employees. On the downside, this creates a complex tax system, 
but the objective is to give incentives to companies and individuals to engage in activities 
that actually foster economic growth.  

A hot topic in the U.S. is the immigration debate, which is more closely connected to 
growth issues in the U.S. than in Swedish case. One strand of the debate is the issue of 
illegal immigration (mainly from Latin America). On one hand, some industries depend on 
those illegal immigrants’ labour, and on the other hand illegal immigration is putting a 
downward pressure on wages.177 The other strand of the immigration debate is concerned 
about the difficulties students, researchers, and other qualified individuals encounter in 
entering the U.S. As discussed above, the U.S. universities are dependent on foreign stu-
dents and researchers. The stricter immigration policy has made it more difficult for these 
individuals to study and work in the U.S. Influential debaters and thinkers in the U.S. point 
to this as a crucial issue for the U.S. to consider, in order to maintain its economic and 
technological leadership (Friedman, 2005; Florida, 2005). Florida argues that immigration 
should be seen as a talent-attraction function, and not as a gate-keeping function (Florida, 
2005). Further, studies show that many entrepreneurs in the high-tech industries are immi-
grants (Saxenian, 2006).  

As the studies in this report show, benchmarking, especially between states, is an impor-
tant tool in the U.S. growth policy. We have seen examples of this also in Sweden and on 
EU level, but a more elaborated, annual systematic comparison would track even smaller 
changes over time and might be a tool to identify weaknesses and strengths in the Swedish 
economy.  

In U.S. there are worries that the U.S. role as a technological leader is threatened. To be a 
leading nation is part of the character or soul of the U.S. This can have positive effects, for 
instance in the case of the Sputnik crisis (i.e. when U.S. realized that they were not a world 
leader in space technology). When the role of the nation is under threat, there will be a 
national gathering. A similar crisis is the one the U.S. is going through right now with the 
competition from Asia. It is evident that globalization is seen as a threat/challenge to 
U.S.’s dominant role in the world. This is the background for great investments in research 
in new areas like stem cells and nanotechnology. The U.S. wants to find new general pur-
pose technologies and can, like no other country, allocate resources for such research. 
While it is of course impossible for a small country like Sweden to compete with the U.S. 
on a general level, Sweden could benefit by finding niches in the technological trajectories 
that are shaped there.  

Finally, on the state and local level the issue of attracting out-of-state investments is a big 
thing for economic development. A discussion is emerging that questions the benefits of 
spending tax money on attracting these types of investments. It is argued that the money 
spent on attracting new investments should instead be spent on things like education and 
infrastructure. The Iowan approach of only chasing investments that create jobs with a 
wage above median is innovative. Further, there are tax incentives for out-of-state export 
in Iowa and several other states.  

                                                 
177 Illegal immigrants usually do not pay taxes. However, it is possible to be an illegal immigrant in 
the U.S. and still pay taxes, and many do, since it is easier to obtain legal status if they can prove 
that they have paid taxes for a long period of time.  
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6.1 Tendencies and the Future of Economic Growth Policy 
In the debate in the U.S. it is possible to discern a number of issues that may turn into pol-
icy in the future and would affect Sweden and the Swedish industry. One prediction is that 
we will see a stronger enforcement of intellectual property rights from the U.S. trade repre-
sentatives. Since Sweden already respects intellectual property rights, it would not be a 
policy that direct affects Sweden. However, Sweden should be prepared that this might be 
an important issue on the U.S. trade agenda in the coming years.  

Another issue that could directly affect Sweden is the increased competition for top stu-
dents and scientists. Europe is already today a net exporter of scientists to the U.S. Despite 
the issues of homeland security, it is a reasonable prediction that U.S. universities will step 
up their efforts to recruit the best and brightest from Europe, Asia, and elsewhere.  
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